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Red Hawks 
Clipped by 
Rowan
By Nick Clunn_________________
YOU CAN LEAD A HORSE TO WATER
(but can he get me to class on time?)
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
AIN’T  T W O  N EIG H S ABOUT IT: Carolyn Matter, President o f CLUB, and M ichael Lapp take a free ride 
around campus in  a horse a n d  carriage yesterday afternoon. The opportunity to rate a unique tour ofjvrSCTwas 
sponsored by CLUB and  the Conservation Club and  the horses were provided by Echo Lake Stables in 
Newfoundland, NJ.
Shuttle Bus Schedule Released to Students
Staff Writer
The Red Hawk’s flight towards winning 
the NCAA Div. Ill football championship 
crash landed on Saturday, when the team lost 
to rival Rowan University 42-13 in the East­
ern Regional Finals at Sprague Field.
This defeat marks the end of a success­
ful season where the Red Hawks claimed 
the New Jersey Athletic Conference Cham­
pionship and finished the regular season 
with a 7-1 record.
Head coach Rick Giancola congratulated 
the team following the loss.
“You are champions in my heart, all the 
way,”  Giancola told his team in a post-game 
huddle.
But what the Red Hawks did to get them 
to the quarterfinal game alluded them on 
Saturday. Both Giancola and players said 
that sloppy play, which included five inter­
ceptions and four fumbles, greatly contrib­
uted to the unusually mediocre performance.
“We’ve never executed this poorly,” se­
nior running back Ron Lewis said.
“It was a different Montclair team to­
day,” sophomore quarterback Ed Collins 
said.
Rowan lead the entire game and scored 
21 of their 42 points in the fourth quarter. 
The Red Hawks came closest late in the sec­
ond quarter with an opportunity to knot the 
game at 7-7, but Collins fumbled at the 
Rowan five yard line. Prof defensive back, 
sophomore Clinton Tabb recovered the ball 
and streaked down the sideline 95 yards for 
a touchdown.
With this victory. Rowan moves onto the 
semifinals where they will face three-time 
defending champion, Mount Union at their 
place in Alliance, Ohio next Saturday. 
Mount Union has defeated Rowan twice in 
the championship game, once last year, 44- 
24 and in 1996, 56-24.
Although their team lost, Lewis and 
freshman kicker Brent Grablachoff achieved 
personal victories. After scoring his seven­
teenth touchdown in the third quarter, Lewis 
broke the single season record for scoring 
the most rushing touchdowns, and a record 
for the most touchdowns in a career. On 
the same drive, Grablachoff kicked his for­
tieth extra point, breaking the single season 
record for scoring the most points after at­
tempts.
While not many Red Hawk supporters 
stuck around to see Rowan’s victory, the 
home-side bleachers were unusually packed 
during most of the game.
Many MSU students, faculty and alumni 
were among the 5,116 in attendance.
“It’s a great crowd and hopefully we can 
see this many people for every game,” Di­
rector of Student Development and Cam­
pus Life, Karen Pennington said at the game. 
“We’re going to work more with athletics
See LOSS on P. 5
By Alexandra Vallejo__________________
Staff Writer
Campus shuttle buses will now be run­
ning on set schedules. The Schedules will 
be mailed cut to residents and letters will
be mailed out to commuters students, in­
forming them about the new printed sched­
ules, Louis Anderson, Assistant to the Vice 
President, said.
The schedules, completed last week, 
have been condensed into two schedules.
One has the Quarry route and the other has 
the Clove Road/Student Center route. Both 
time tables include times for weekends, 7 
a.m. - 11 p.m., late night, 11 p.m. - 7 a.m., 
and Quarry/Clove Road, weekdays from 3 
p.m. - 11 p.m. The back of the schedules 
contains a map of the campus.
The bus stops are labeled and timed. 
Buses arrive at each stop every 20 minutes. 
The Bus drivers’ 15 and half-hour breaks 
have also been built into the schedule.
Administration plans to have schedules 
for the campus shuttles, NJ Transit, and 
DeCamp buses posted at the main bus stop 
located by College Hall.
The NJ Transit will be giving the school 
display cases for the schedules. Additional 
schedules will be available at the informa­
tion desks.
Administration, University Police, De­
partment of Physical facilities, and Ned 
Gross, the BOT Student Representative, 
have been working collaboratively to get a 
legible concise and accurate schedule out 
to the campus.
“Campus police have been very helpful. 
Their main concerns are students and their 
safety,” Anderson said.
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Advertising Policy
DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to 
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week 
of publication.
BILLING
The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs­
days and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the following Monday. Tearsheets for pre­
paid ads must be requested. Thirty (30) 
days are given for payment after the inser­
tion date, after which a IS percent finance 
charge is levied. After sixty (60) days, ac­
counts are referred toan outside collection 
agency.
ç AD RATES
ON-CAMPUS OFF-CAMPUS
Full page- $168.00 Full page - $310.00
Half page- $105.00 Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $63.00 . Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $32.00 Eighth page - $80.00
Classifieds - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00.
Call 655-5237for a complete listing of discount packages.
M S U  P olice R eport
•12-1 A Student Center infor­
mation desk assistant called Police 
Headquarters to report that an un­
known male walking toward the 
north side of the building with the 
MSU rug that was in front of the 
information desk. The assistant 
was in the office at the time.
•12-1 The fire alarm in Blanton 
Hall was activated by a smoke de­
tector in the hallway on the sec­
ond floor. Little Falls Fire Dei 
responded. The system 
The resident were alio* 
enter the building.
•12-3 The fire alai 
Hall was activated by sttoke 
candles on the ninth f1cnr«&l 
Fire Dept, responded aMd 
the location, reset thqftfystem, 
allowed the resident!
•12-4 A request foi 
lance for Floyd Hall Aren1 
received by Police Headquarters.' 
Upon officers arrival, the victim 
stated that she may have sprained 
her ankle during the open skating 
session. Victim was transported to 
the Hospital by ambulance.
•12-5 The victim reported that 
a VCR was missing from her of­
fice. The faculty member stated 
that he locke.d the outer office door 
but could not lock the inner door. 
They have no keys for the doors.
•12-6 Police Headquarters re­
ceived a call from 61 Normal Av­
enue on the report of a person with 
chest pain. Officers responded and 
upon their arrival they met with the 
victim who was transported by 
MSU ambulance to the hospital.
olice Headquarters re- 
1 from the housekeep- 
r requesting an am- 
the staff person in 
all. Upon officers ar- 
LthevRtim was ill and an am- 
,s called. Victim was 
ipqfecj|o the hospital.
nknown caller con- 
Headquarters and re­
ale and female were 
g a verbal dispute on the 
Clove Road Bridge. Upon arrival, 
no one could be found. A check 
of the area revealed a couple in the 
Floyd Hall Ice Arena parking lot. 
Female requested not to see the 
male any longer, she was escorted 
to her vehicle. The male was ad­
vised not to have any further con­
tact with the female.
F or T he R ecord
The Dec. 2  issue o /T he Montclarion should have stated that 
LaCampana is a service o f  the SGA.
The peanut butter an d  jelly  project was sponsored by the Jewish 
Student Union. The sandwiches were donated to the Salvation Army.
%
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story 
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.
W eekend W eather F orecast
THURSDAY
Partly Cloudy 
HI: 56° LO: 34°
FRIDAY
HI: 56° LO: 36c
SATURDAY
Partly Cloudy 
HI: 47° LO: 32°
SUNDAY
Partly Cloudy 
HI: 53° LO: 29°
L ocal N ews
K IW I A IR L IN ES L IQ U I­
DATED Newark - Bankruptcy 
Trustee from Kiwi airlines finally 
announced Monday that he wants 
to liquidate the company once and 
for all. His decision arose from a 
buyer’s demonstration that would 
not follow through to keep the air­
line running. Previously, Kiwi had 
owed $830,00 to the New Jersey 
Economic Development Author­
ity, but the company was able to 
profit from the debt through the 
gain of $600,000 in auction sales.
NY GIANTS SUE
Newark - Former New York Giant 
Philip J. McConkey is suing Frank 
G. Zarb for selling out his job at
the Alexander & Alexander Ser­
vices Inc. that he had been prom­
ised. McConkey said Monday that 
he is seeking $10 million in dam­
ages for Zarb breaking a promise 
that he would not sell out his com­
pany.
SEX O FFEN D ER  PRISO N  
PROTESTED
Woodbridge - Township officials 
promised Sunday that they would 
battInstate officials on the decision 
to locate New Jersey’s newest 
high-risk sex offender prison in 
their town. Trenton has refused the 
town’s request to view documents 
related to the site-selection pro­
cess, and now Woodbridge wants 
to sue for their denial to gain ac­
cess to the records.
CAR RA CE TR A CK  PRO- 
POSED
Essex County - NASCAR pro­
posed on Monday to build a stock 
car racing track in New Jersey. 
The organization is ready to spend 
at least $250 million to create the 
possible speedway sites equipped 
to seat as many as 200,000 fans. 
The Meadowlands Sports Com­
plex in East Rutherford and a 
former South Jersey airport are 
among the consideration sites.
Compiled from  The Star Ledger by 
Christina Spatz.
N ational N ews
H O M ELESS CH ARGED 
WITH MANSLAUGHTER
Werchester - A homeless man and 
woman were charged with the 
manslaughter of six firefighters 
who attempted to put out a fire al­
legedly started by a candle the 
couple had lit. The man and 
woman, Thoman L. Levasque, 37, 
and Julie S. Barnes, 19, pleaded 
not guilty to the charges on the six 
deaths. The court ordered the 
couple under a $1 million bail.
DRUG USE AND DRINKING 
LINKED TO SEX DRIVE
Washington - Researchers have 
discovered that there is apossible 
link to drinking, drug use, and pro­
miscuity. Reports say that teen­
agers who engage in drug use are 
much more likely to begin sexual 
intercourse as early as in middle 
school. The report also suggests 
that examples from adult heavy 
drinkers could be a main contribu­
tor to the problem with the statis­
tics showing a five time greater 
chance for alcohol abusers to have 
a minimum of 10 sexual partners 
per year.
TYCOONS ANNOUNCE DO­
NATIONS
Seattle - Business tycoons Bill 
Gates and Ted Turner announced 
on Tuesday that they would donate 
$78 million to completely extin­
guish polio from the world by next 
year. Gates will contribute $50
million, and Turner will provide 
the remaining $28 million. Some 
of the countries the money will go 
towards are Afghanistan, 
Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and India.
MARS EXPLORATION FAILS
(CNN) - NASA engineers plan to 
look over its Mars exploration pro­
gram as a result of three major fail­
ures. Engineers have eliminated 
all possibilities as to why the last 
Mars attempt had failed. Efforts 
to reach a final conclusion to the 
incident will continue for the next 
two weeks.
Compiled from cnn.com and The 
Star Ledger by Christina Spatz.
International N ews
PRESIDENT MOVES FAMILY
Moscow- Prime minister Vladimir 
Potin said Tuesday that 
Chechnya’s president sent his fam­
ily members to live under Russian 
custody. Aslan Maskhadov’s wife, 
daughter and son were sent to Rus­
sia because the president feared 
their safety.
T IM O R E SE  GENERALS 
SPARED
Dili- Timorese people reflected on 
Indonesia’s invasion of their 
homeland on Tuesday. Indonesia’s 
defense minister announced that 
soldiers who committed inhumane 
crimes and abuses would eventu­
ally be put on trial, but that the 
nation’s leading generals would be 
spared trial for their atrocities com­
mitted during the authoritarian rule 
of the past few decades.
PRESIDENT REFUTES AC­
CUSATIONS
Caracas - Venezuelan President 
Hugo Chavez refuted the accusa­
tions that his opponents had made 
about his decision to divide the 
country. His criticism toward his 
accusers aimed towards their claim 
that he was separating the country 
between the poor and the rich and 
that he was trying to intimidate his 
critics.
BOMBING TRIAL
Camp Zeist- Two Libyans may 
stand trial for the bombing of a Pan 
Am jet in 1988 over Scotland. 
Abdel Basset Alial-Megrahi and 
Lamen Khalifa Fhiman started 
pre-trial hearings on Tuesday with 
their lawyers requesting that the 
Scottish court reduce the severity 
of the charges against the 
defendents. Both men were 
charged with breaching the 1982 
Aviation Security Act through the 
killing of 259 people aboard the 
airplane and 11 people on the 
ground.
Compiled from cnn.com by Christina 
Spatz.
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SGA Proposes Alcohol Sales be Allowed in R at Election 2000;
Bv pan Lombardi
Staff Wri,er Nominees
Continue
i.: ul-ioiilk’
Debates
By Gema de las Heras
Staff Writer
With little less than two months to the 
first Presidential Primaries in New Hamp­
shire, presidential candidates begin to ques­
tion one another at debates after months of 
campaigning.
One such debate took place in Phoenix 
last Monday where Republican candidates 
promised safer schools, lower taxes and 
more a disciplined foreign policy.
For the 2000 presidential elections, the 
Republican Party counts with six candidates, 
Gary Bauer, George W. Bush, Steve Forbes', 
Orrin Hatch, Alan Keyes and John McCain, 
although according to state polls. Bush leads 
in all states except New Hampshire, where 
McCain is ahead.
On the other end, Democrats are only 
backed by two candidates; vice-president AI 
Gore and Bill Bradley who continue to gain 
more and more supporters.
The Reform Party has so far been lead 
by Patrick J. Buchanan, although there are 
rumors about Donald Trump running against 
him.
Since the beginning of the campaign, 
two candidates have dropped out, former 
vice-president Quayle and Elizabeth Dole, 
the only woman to run for the 2000 presi­
dency.
See ELECTIONS on P. 4
A motion was made by SGA president 
John Griffin last week, to discuss the possi­
bility of allowing alcohol on campus at the 
SGA meeting this week.
Currently MSU is a “dry” campus, 
m eaning that no alcohol is permitted to be 
consumed or sold by anyone, regardless of 
if they  are 21 or not.
The proposal would be to allow alcohol 
to be sold and consumed in the Rathskellar, 
som ething that has been brought up before 
and at one time actually practiced.
Although dorm rooms would remain dry 
areas that alcohol would still be banned in.
"It has been tried before and failed,” said 
D ean of Students HelenMatusow-Ares, 
‘‘there is no way to control who drinks and 
who doesn’t.”
The current proposal would require a 
visible.backing of support by the students 
to le t the administration know that they 
would like to have it.
“Last year when the issue was brought 
up more students were against it than for 
it," said Matusow-Ares.
The lack of visible support made it hard 
for the legislature to draft a bill for the 
change of policy.
The reason for the lack of student sup­
port in the past was due to the only way that 
could be agreed to control who drinks and 
who doesn’t, a banning of anyone under the 
age of 21 from the popular cafeteria.
This forced many students to eat else­
where. This is also where the food services 
com pany  running the “Rat,” as nicknamed 
by students, has in the past also been op­
posed to the switch.
The majority of students on campus are 
under the age of 21, and so are the majority
FILLR UP: The SGA proposed that students over 21 should be able to consume and  
purchase alcohol in the Rat a t their meeting last week, even after other fa iled  attempts.
of customers in the “Rat.”
Limiting the customer demographic to 
students over the age of 21, would hurt the 
profits done by the food services organiza­
tion.
One alternative proposed to bridge the 
problems of the idea of alcohol in the rat 
was brought by Matusow-Ares. A “21-year- 
old night” could be created where for one
designated night, the Rat would serve alco­
hol.
“ It’s good one way because you 
wouldn’t have student’s driving back to their 
dorms after a night of drinking, forcing them 
to drive drunk. But it’s bad because a lot of 
student’s don’t like the food anywhere else, 
and rely on the Rat to eat,” said Miranda 
DeStefano a 21-year-old theatre major.
1 ■
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Court to Decide if Student Fees Fund All Organizations
By Yasemin Tuncay
News Assignments Editor
The national case about whether or not 
college students should be obligated to pay 
fees for organizations they do not support 
went before the U.S. Supreme Court on Nov. 
9.
Beginning oral arguments were heard, 
although a ruling is not expected until June, 
Mike Hiestand, Student Press Law Center 
attorney, said.
A group of students from the University 
of Wisconsin sued the University at Madi­
son, the students objected to their student 
fees supporting organizations which held 
political and social beliefs conflicting with 
their own. After lower courts ruled in favor 
of the University of Wisconsin students, the 
university appealed the decision to the Su­
preme Court, according to an article in the 
Star Ledger, Oct 25.
Among the 18 groups, the students pro­
tested paying for the International Social­
ist Organization, the Militant Student Union, 
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Campus Center, 
the Campus Women’s Center, and the Madi­
son AIDS Support Network.
The students have argued their rights of 
Freedom of Speech were being infringed 
upon because a portion from their student 
fees go to fund these organizations.
The Student Press Law Center (SPLC), 
along with other colleges and political 
groups, have filed a friend -of -the- court 
brief and given in to the justices of the Su­
preme Court. It is an official document that 
urges the court to keep the system of activ­
ity fees at the University of Wisconsin as is, 
Hiestand said.
If the Supreme Court upholds the deci­
s io n  o f  th e  lo w e r c o u rts , th e  s tu d e n t fe e  sy s­
tem  in colleges nationwide could undergo 
changes that risk the closing of student or­
ganizations.
The SPLC is a non-profit organization 
that provides free legal advice to high school 
and college student journalists, Hiestand 
said.
There have also been movements by stu­
dents from the University of Minnesota and 
the University of Colorado to sue their 
schools over the allocation of student fees, 
Heistand said.
At MSU, payment of activity fees are 
mandatory for undergraduate students.
“All mandatory fees are sanctioned [ap­
proved and passed] by the Board of Trust­
ees,” Vilma F. Celera, Bursar, said.
Student fees go to the SGA, Computer 
Service, Student Union Building, Athletics,
General Service, and the use of facili­
ties.
Our University’s Students pay $29.85 
per credit out of which $3.10 go to the SGA. 
The SGA thus divides the money they re­
ceive and distributes it to the Class I, II, and 
III organizations. Class IV organizations 
receive a very limited amount because they 
charge dues to their members. Class IV’s 
are selective and are not open to all students.
“We have never had a student complain 
about their student fees,” Mike Kazimir, 
Vice President of SGA said.
Among the Class I organizations funded 
by student fees are LASO, Class 1 Concerts, 
International Students Organization, The 
Montclarion, and WMSC (90.3).
“I understand their point,” Catiana 
Garcia, treasurer of LASO, said on the mat­
ter of the students from the University of 
Wisconsin suing over activity fees. “But, I 
feel that clubs add to the college experience 
and that if you refuse to pay for some clubs 
then you’re not giving yourself the oppor­
tunity to learn about them because they 
wouldn’t even exist.”
There are also many diverse clubs at 
MSU that give the opportunity to students 
to be exposed to various cultures, Garcia 
said.
“When you’re involved in a certain or­
ganization you do it because you believe in 
it and you offer that organization your sup­
port,” John Fredericka, senior Psychology 
m ajo r, sa id . I f  o n e ’s fe e s  su p p o r t an  o rg a ­
n iza tion  whose beliefs sharply co n tras t o n e ’s 
own, that is wrong, Fredericka said.
“I think that all students should find out 
where all their money is going from the first 
payment they make,” Amanda Guide, senior 
Communication Studies major, said. “Stu­
dents should understand that university or­
ganizations are there to expose students to 
different ideas and that it is for the good of 
the student body that these organizations are 
available.”
Elections
C O N TIN U ED  FROM P. 3
A new feature to the first presidential 
elections of the millennium is the use of the 
internet for campaigning and voting, which 
will be tried out first in Arizona.
According to computer specialists ev­
ery serious presidential candidate has a web 
site where you can find the candidate’s bio, 
their issues and highlights of their cam­
paigns.
The main issues of Democrat candidate 
Gore are health care, education, social se­
curity, Medicare, civil rights, welfare re­
form and child poverty.
Bradley, also a Democrat, supports child 
poverty, help for working families, improv­
ing health care, gun violence control, im­
proving education and economy.
From the Republican Party, Bush stands 
behind the issues of high technology, absti­
nence education, abortion, social issues, and 
environment. Other issues include cam­
paign finance reform, gun laws, affirmative 
action, education, defense, foreign policy, 
taxes, social security, Medicare/healthcare, 
trade and agriculture.
McCain, of the Republican Party, de­
fends the issues of pro-life, small businesses, 
social security, tax relief, veterans, educa­
tion, environment, foreign policy, gun con­
trol, health care, military pay raise and na­
tional security.
A major concern of Republican Forbes 
is the flat tax.
As the only candidate for the Reform 
Party. Buchanan’s main issues are cleaning 
corruption out of government, protecting 
jobs, safeguarding U.S. borders, keeping out 
of war, saving innocent lives
Although things may change through­
out the course of the campaign, according 
to a Gallup poll conducted in November, 
supporters for Republicans and Democrats 
are evenly divided, a mere 46 percent to 43 
percent put the Democrats ahead.
Many MSU students confess to know 
little about politics, but they support Bill 
Bradley because he resides in New Jersey 
and he would have the biggest impact on 
their lives.
“I would vote for Bradley because I had 
a chance to meet him and he is the only de­
cent democrat,” David Pizzi, Political Sci­
ence major, said.
“I would vote for Bush because it is time 
for a change, time for a Republican, spe­
cially after Clinton’s scandal made the 
Democrats look so bad,” Giovanni Barbara, 
a Speech Communication major said.
ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION
ENDANGERED?: I f  the court says that students w ill be able to choose which 
organization their activity fees support, class one organizations, like the Latin American 
Student Organization, above, could lose funding.
THE INSTITUTE FOR 
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE 
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS
An affiliate of the Saint Bamabtn Health Care S\Mem
AS AN EGG DONOR, 
YOU CAN HELP A 
COUPLE BE WHAT 
THEY’VE ALWAYS 
DREAMED OF BEING...
A FAMILY.
T h e  Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of Saint Barnabas 
Medical Center is seeking egg donors.
There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have á 'family: That’s 
why we’re reaching out to you—women of all ethnic backgrounds, between the 
ages of 21 and 32, who aré willing to donate eggs. You will be carefully screened 
both medically and psychologically to ensure your optimum health. Our donation 
program adheres to the highest ethical standards, and your participation will be 
confidential.
After you have completed an egg donor cycle, you will be compensated 
$5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insurance and be able to provide your 
own transportation to and from the hospital.
Residents of New York can have screening and daily monitoring tests per­
formed locally by a physician practice which is associated with the Institute.
For m ore in fo rm atio n  on being an egg donor, 
please call 1 (800) 824-3123
We’re right here when you need us.
■ ■  SA IN T BA RN A BA S
■  ■  M ED ICA L C EN TER
An a ffilia te  i f f  the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
Old Sh<»rl Hills Hoad Livingston, N«» Jen«) 117113»
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Getting Kicks: 
Blanton Hall 
Floods in Rooms 
and Cafeteria
By Manal Taha
Special to The M ontclarion
A water supply pipe broke, causing ma­
jor flooding in Blanton Hall when a female 
resident kicked her malfunctioning toilet in 
an attempt to fix it.
The incident occurred between 7:30 and 
7:45 p.m. last Monday. According to 
Blanton Hall officials, the water caused 
damage in the female’s room as well as in 
two neighboring rooms.
Water gushed out into the hall, and 
knocked down ceiling tiles. Then, water 
poured down into the cafeteria, leaving it 
without water.
The water level was ankle-deep, but the 
resident hall staff had most of the water 
cleaned up by the time maintenance work­
ers arrived.
Damage was caused to the rugs in the 
student rooms as well as the ceiling tiles 
above the cafeteria.
According to Kiki Williams, Director of 
Physical Facilities the cost to fix damages 
was about $1,100.
The clean-up and repair to Blanton Hall 
was completed this past weekend.
Head coach Rick Giancola comforts #91, senior defensive linem an Jon H emenway after the teams loss to Rowan last Saturday.
Loss
C O N TIN U ED  FROM P. 1
to get people out to the games.”
Many relatives of the players were also 
in attendance. Frank Migliorino, father of 
freshman linebacker Keith Migliorino 
brought his wife, father, brother-in-law and 
even his boss to the game. He said he was 
surprised to see a strong student body show­
ing.
“The fact that students had to pay to get 
in and they’re here is a credit to the school,”
Frank Migliorino said.
Lewis appreciate the support.
“You need someone to play for,” Lewis 
said. “It’s great to turn around and see a big 
crowd.”
From the beginning of the season the 
Red Hawks were at a disadvantage since 
their unusually short eight-game schedule 
left no room for error. Giancola said before 
the game that if they would have lost a sec­
ond game they wouldn’t have made the play­
offs.
One of the Red Hawk’s biggest accom­
plishments came when they upset Rowan 
28-24 to win the NJAC title and a playoff 
spot. Then after beating Buffalo State in 
the first round of the playoffs, they avenged 
their only regular season loss by defeating 
Western Connecticut 32-24 in the second 
round.
For those who Know
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Meningitis Vaccinations to 
Prevent Campus Epidemic
By Rodney Point Du Jour
------------------------- -—a------------------------
Staff Writer
The Department of Health and Wei lness 
will be administering meningitis vaccina­
tions in the Student Center from 11 a.m. to 
8 p.m. on Dec. 9.
“The reason why 
college students are at 
risk is because students 
share cigarettes, drinks, 
and are intimate with a 
wide range of people,”
Donna Barry, the Asso­
ciate Director of the 
Health and Wellnes;s 
Center, said.
Meningitis is an in­
fection that can lead to 
the swelling of fluid sur­
rounding the brain and 
spinal cord.
Two types of menin­
gitis are bacterial and 
viral.
Viral meningitis, the more common 
type, can be treated with minimal interven­
tion while bacterial meningitis, commonly 
called meningococcal meningitis, can eas­
ily spread.
It could result in outbreaks in closed 
communities such as a college campus. 
Meningococcal meningitis can cause seri­
ous illness, debilitation, and, in serious 
cases, fatality within 24 to 28 hours.
“We are trying to stop it before it hap­
pens,” Barry said.
Meningitis affects people with healthy
and unhealthy lifestyles. Those who regu­
larly exercise and follow a nutritious diet 
will have a greater resistance to infection.
“If a person has a healthy lifestyle, they 
tend to have a chance to fight it, but it will 
not stop the meningitis from spreading,” 
Barry said.
Lately, there have been a ris- 
ing number of outbreaks in 
schools and college campuses.
According to CDC, Centers 
for Disease Control, there have 
been 13 outbreaks over 12 years 
from 1980 to 1999. From 1992 
to 1996, there were at least 33 
outbreaks.
The vaccine is administered 
in the arm with a one-seventh 
inch needle.
The vaccine provides protec­
tion from four out of five strains 
of meningitis.
Those immunized have an 85 
to 95 percent protection from 70 
percent of meningitis.
“My philosophy is to prevent illness 
prior to treating it,” Barry said.
A letter was mailed to all full-time un­
dergraduate students and parents to encour­
age immunization.
“Commuting students are in close prox­
imity to other people when on campus,” 
Barry said. “Usually, they have, if not less 
than, the same resistance to infection as most 
full-time undergraduates. We are urging all 
students to take advantage of the vaccina­
tions.”
Children six to 36 months old are the 
most susceptible to infection.
“My philosophy 
is to prevent 
illness prior to 
treating it.
-Donna Barry 
Associate Director of 
Health and Wellness 
Ceneter
----------------^
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Cultural 
to be H eld
ByLorenda Knisel
Staff Writer
Montclair is about to be hit by what 
could be the campus’s biggest cultural event 
ever. “Fan fan,” a 72-hour multi-venue arts 
festival is taking place at 10 a.m. on May 5, 
2000 through 2 a.m. on May 7, 2000. It is 
being advertised internationally by the artst 
awareness program Arts Festival 2000’s 
calendar of events, coordinator Sven 
Peltonen said.
“(Fan fan is the idea of ] collaboration 
and creativity through interndisciplinary art 
form coming together in jubilee. [It] pre­
sents the opportunity to rekindle the spirit 
of human living through creativity, imagi­
nation, and play,” Peltonen, a bachelor of 
fine arts major concentrating in sculpture 
and performance arts said.
“Fan fan is for everyone. It’s purpose is 
to bring smiles to people’s faces and get 
them to appreciate other culture’s and tal­
ents,” Jared Shaw, co-coordinator said.
Shaw said that the usual weak school 
turnout toward the school^ past events is 
not going to affect this event.
“Fan fan is like a good rash that’s spread­
ing. It’s not going to be the Goo Goo Dolls’ 
concert. People are already asking us if 
we’re going to come back next year,” Shaw 
said.
Fan fan will have venues representative 
of many cultures, many campus organiza­
tions, every major art, and many minor ones. 
There will be at least 35 bands performing, 
including: Seedenol, the reggae band 
Rasfikre, Red Headed Boogie Child, 
Peltonen’s band Revelationship, as well as 
the operatic vocalist Michael Stanton 
Murphy, a Christian surf-rock band. Other 
groups include a ska band, and a hip-hop 
group. An Afro-Cuban music and dance 
performance will be provided by LASO and 
the Gospel Choir from Montclair and 
Fairleigh Dickenson University will also 
participate.
Fan fan will show 13 art exhibits and 
will have sculpture lectures. There will also 
be an “Art Swap” where artists can trade 
and sell their work. Many independent and 
student films are going to be shown. There 
will be a “Free Space” dance group perfor­
mance, a poetry reading sponsored by 4 
Walls, avante-garde theatre, an open mic 
“Expression Session,” a fashion show and 
a New York City drag queen will perform a 
cabaret number.
There will also be a drum circle on May 
6 from 12 a.m. to 6 a.m. and an “all night 
electronic dance meditation gathering” on 
Sunday from 12 a.m. to 6 a.m. Jugglers, 
magicians, and stilt-walkers will be present, 
and the Jewish prophets Peretz and 
Lachmwad will give a “Save the World” 
performance.
“I want all the arts to come together. I 
want painters to hang out with people that 
play the tuba. I want the clown to get to­
gether with the fraternity step shows,” 
Peltonen said.
“It’s good to see our school do some­
thing cultural because there’s so many dif­
ferent types of people here,” Jennifer Talley, 
a sophomore music therapy, said. “People 
seem to stick with people of their own reli­
gion, culture or race on this campus.”
Peltonen has spoken with many festival 
coordinators including those from “Festival 
of Fire” in Australia and the “Philadelphia 
Fringe Festival.”
“I’ve been wanting to throw something 
big like this for a while,” he said.
If anyone is interested would like to be 
involved in supporting, sponsoring, or ad­
vertising in the event should call or e-mail 
Peltonen at (973)655-5075, and 
svenergy@hotmail.com. Shaw’s contacts 
are as follows: (973)655-5037 and 
shawjarl@yahoo.com. The Fan fan website 
is Fanfan2000.webhostme.com.
New Class on Taoism to be Offered in Spring
By Adam Daehnke
Special to The Montclarion
One of the new courses to be offered at 
MSU in Spring 2000 will be Taoism.
Taoism is the ancient Chinese religion 
focusing on the power of the Tao, a spirit 
Taoists say can be found everywhere around
us. The class will be focusing on several 
selected texts, such as the Tao te Ching, 
Chuang-Tzu, and the I-Ching, as well as 
many other texts covering a wide range of 
Taoist topics. It will study Taoist ethics, 
physiology, and rituals.
The course will also look at Confucian 
and Buddhist beliefs as compared to Taoist
beliefs and the connection in their value ancj 
belief system.
The course will be taught by Dr. Lise 
Vail, who also teaches a Religions of the 
World course. There is currently only one 
class offered and it will be held on Mon­
day's from 6:30 to 9 p.m. It is appropriate 
for all Religion and Philosophy students.
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SINGLE JEWISH MALE, Early 30's, 
Hobbies: Carpentry, fishing, walk­
ing on water. Quirks: Enjoys spend­
ing time with tax collectors and 
prostitutes. Seeks Companionship: 
a college student willing to help 
start a Bible study on campus.
GOUSQURD-COfn
CO N NEC TING  CHRIST IANS ON CAMPUS.
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College Students Aw are o f  A ID S , B u t S till T h in k  Invincibk
ERIN DASENBROCK/ MONTCLARION
Sylvana R. Garces, Janet Delgado and Desiree H irm an o f  Lam bda Tau Omega hold up their A ID S  banner, which displays written 
dedications next to hand prints in  order to promote A ID S  awareness.
By Kristen Anderson
Staff Writer
The month of December is not lim­ited to association with presents and candles. It also represents World 
AIDS Awareness and World AIDS Day, 
Dec.l.
Many MSU students feel they are ex­
tremely aware of the potential of becom­
ing infected with the HIV virus, and think 
about the possibility frequently. As MSU 
student Jeremy Jacob put it, “How could 
you not be?”
New Jersey ranks fifth in positive AIDS 
cases in the United States among adults and 
adolescents, according to statistics reported 
through June 1999 in an HIV/AIDS Sur­
veillance Report taken by the U.S. Depart­
ment of Health and Human Services.
The goal of this year’s theme “AIDS- 
End the Silence. Listen, Learn, Live!” was 
to encourage people, especially adolescents 
and young adults under 25 (who are at the 
highest risk) to speak out about the issue, 
and educate themselves and others in or­
der to assist in stopping the spread of HIV/ 
AIDS.
Many young adults think they are in­
vincible from contracting the virus, even if 
they are aware of how the virus is spread. 
The ways to become infected with HIV, the 
virus that causes AIDS, is through sexual 
intercourse with an infected partner or by 
injecting drugs with an infected syringe.
Your risks for catching a deadly virus 
are chanced each time you decide to have 
unprotected sex. Even though everyone is 
aware of the necessity of practicing safe 
sex, do you honestly take precautions each 
time you have intercourse? How about oral 
sex? When was the last time you were
tested? These are questions many people 
may avoid.
Even if you already know these facts, 
it doesn’t mean you may feel completely 
safe. One MSU student explained how her 
ex-boyfriend’s stepfather had AIDS. “Even 
though I knew he (my ex-boyfriend) didn’t 
have it and couldn’t get it from his step­
father simply from sharing the same glass, 
I still couldn’t help thinking about it.”
The most important way for people to 
become completely informed about the dis­
ease is to go to your health physician and 
ask questions. It is suggested that every­
one should be tested if they are sexually 
active or are an intravenous drug user.
MSU student Laurie Nuzzo told her 
story about being tested. She stated that 
she started shaking and just “fell to (her) 
knees” in gratitude after she received her
negative test results. Although it can be a 
scary experience, it is one people must go 
through in order to protect their health and 
the health of others.
Plain and simply put, AIDS is one of 
the scariest things facing people in the 
world today. Although World AIDS day 
has past, the spreading of knowledge on 
the disease has not ended and never will 
until a cure is found.
*
Students Save Lives by Just Holding O ut T heir Arms
ERIN DASENBROCK/ MONTCLARION
Jessica H ilt gets her blood pressure taken right before the area on her arm  gets disinfected 
in order to give blood.
By Leah Soltis
Staff Writer
W ednesday, Dec. 1, marked World AIDS Day, and to honor it, the Jewish Student Union 
(JSU) and Pre-Med Club co-sponsored a 
blood drive in the atrium of Blanton Hall.
This was the first time that the JSU has 
co-sponsored such a campus wide event. 
After many years of existence, the JSU, ad­
vised by Leslie Morris and headed by presi­
dent Florence Roggeman, has decided to try 
to actively sponsor events that can help 
make a difference in our campus commu­
nity.
According to both Roggeman and Mor­
ris, the actual setup of the blood drive was 
fairly easy. Once they got in contact with 
New Jersey Blood Services (NJBS) and con­
vinced them to run the drive, the service did 
almost everything.
Finding a site for the blood drive was 
one of the more difficult tasks that all in­
volved groups faced. The Blanton Hall 
Atrium originally seemed to be the unlikely 
place, but due to World AIDS Day, much of 
the traditionally used Student Center was 
booked by other events. Then, upon exami­
nation by the JSU and NJBS, the Atrium 
proved to have the size and element of pri­
vacy that is necessary for such a drive.
The Blood Service provided the major 
drive necessities, such as beds, supplies and 
phlebotomists (the people who actually 
draw the blood), as well as incentives for 
the average student to give blood. Such in­
centives included T-shirts, stickers, cookies 
and drinks, as well as 20 free movie tickets 
to the campus organization that provided the 
most donors. Maybe for some of these rea­
sons, this drive, which was originally ex­
pected to have only 25 donors total, attracted
over ten donors in the first hour alone.
For any student willing to donate, giv­
ing blood was actually very easy, provided 
that he or she met the strict health require­
ments. A very friendly, easy-going staff 
welcomed all prospective donors and di­
rected them to fill out an extensive health 
survey, which asked questions ranging from 
recent physical health to travel history to 
contact with other people’s blood or bodily 
fluids.
The reasons for these detailed questions 
are obvious to Bao Nghiem, the Registered 
Nurse on staff. The FDA has no choice but 
to be very strict about what blood they can 
use. There are many reasons why blood 
cannot be used in blood banks - due to risks 
of contracting different types of blood borne 
diseases such as HIV or even the common 
cold. The safety of the public is at stake, so 
standards must remain high, said Nghiem.
Besides the free gifts, like t-shirts and 
cookies, another incentive for giving blood 
is the free health screening that everyone 
received. Each vial of blood taken was 
tested for Hepatitis, HIV, HTLV, Syphilis, 
and unusual blood types, and at their request, 
students can be notified of their results. 
Otherwise, test results remain locked in the 
confidential files of the Blood Center, only, 
if ever, opened by authorized personnel.
And it wasn’t too hard or scary to give 
blood, according to one student. In the 
words of Brian Shandra, a third time donoa 
“I feel perfectly fine now...My arm is a little 
stiff though!” What’s a little stiff arm com­
pared to possibly helping to save a life?!
Basically, this blood drive, sponsored by 
the JSU and Pre-Med Club, was a win-win 
situation for anyone who chose to donate. 
Not only did you get the satisfaction of 
knowing that you’re helping out someone 
in need, but you got a free screening, and 
lots of free stuff.
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Navajo Environmental Activist Speaks to MSU Students
«V Jennifer Cannataro ______________
Staff Writer
Lori Goodman is a leader of DINE, the organization of the citizens of the Navajo reservation that fights for en­
vironmental protection. She discussed how 
out of the 10-50 million Native Americans 
living before the Indian Wars, there was now 
only 200,000-250,000 left.
And as she continued to explain the cur­
rent problems with the hazardous uranium 
mines, she stated how she is working to 
improve the quality of life for her forgotten 
people. “Our people are out of sight and 
therefore out of mind. Who else is going to 
carry the message if I don’t?”
Although the natives have “sovereign 
rights,” Goodman pointed out that it is a 
“double edged sword.” In 1958, oil, gas and 
Uranium resources were found under 455 
thousand acres of Navajo land. The Bureau 
of Indian Affairs were bribed by the gov­
ernment to finagle laws in order to lease 90 
thousand acres for uranium mining.
Today there are 1,200 open mines left. 
Only 690 thousand acres of forest were cut 
because the forest is part of the Triska Moun­
tains, a National Park area. Corruption al­
lowed for continuous manipulation of the 
Navajo and Hope people.
Today, only about 30 percent of the 
people on the reservation have telephones, 
electricity or running water. Yet, the native 
men were paid to mine the uranium and coal 
from their own land. The energy was then 
used for electricity in Southern California 
and Arizona.
The only reason that there are only two 
power plants on the reservation is because 
in the 1970’s astronauts in space saw smog 
in the reservation area.
In 1979, the largest nuclear waste acci­
dent released 90 million tons of sludge on 
the reservation. There was never any docu­
mentation or news coverage of the accident.
It wasn’t until 1990 that the people 
started realizing that all of the men who were 
dying were uranium miners. The govern­
ment passed the Compensation Act but it 
was completely culturally biased criteria. 
Ten years of medical documents and poor 
communication caused the language barrier 
and misinterpretations.
By 1992, there was less than 10 percent 
of the forest was left, 1200 mines left 
opened, destroyed land from the effects of 
toxic waste dumping and little land left to 
farm in return for the sacred land of the 
Navajo people.
Finally in 1994, with the help of 
Goodman and other members who had 
phones and computers to communicate in 
English with the government, the commu­
nity people won the first Environmental 
Impact Statement. The key organizer was 
killed just before he would meet with the 
Department of Interior in Washington, DC, 
although there wasn’t any media coverage 
of it.
Since then, many environmentalists 
helped the natives get protection of their 
sacred sites. Finally, in 1996, people took 
action to make amendments to the Compen­
sation Act; today six out of ten were passed. 
Many universities funded studies by stu­
dents to research this land’s detrimental ef­
fects on extinct species.
You can get more information about the 
Navajo uranium miners on the web by go­
ing into Alta Vista and searching for Na­
vajo and uranium. If you have any ques­
tions you may contact the anthropology de­
partment.
ERIN DASENBROCK/ MONTCLARION
Lori Goodman, a Navajo activist, educates M S U  students about the environm ental 
problems faced by N ative Americans.
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Former Anorexic Discusses the Dangers o f  E a ting  Disorders
By Tiffany Klabin Palisi
Staff Writer
4
The holidays are a time for joy; a time to celebrate with friends and family. However, many students see this as 
battle time. Surrounded by food, many may 
become increasingly concerned about 
weight gain. Holiday goodies become the 
enemy.
Freshmen may have gained ‘”the fresh­
man fifteen” (or twenty) pounds and are con­
cerned about how old high school friends 
will perceive them. For those who have 
maintained their weight since September, 
holiday eating may mean jeopardizing their 
current size. For many, looking good com­
pletely takes over and eating becomes a haz­
ardous task.
Societal images and viewpoints can in­
fluence many people into thinking that ev­
eryone must look a certain way. Our televi­
sion shows promote it, our print ads demand 
it. The media suggests a fit body is key to 
getting a good job, having a love life and 
just being happy. That’s what advertisers 
tell us, but is it really true?
Claire Mysko, who once suffered from 
anorexia and is currently an administrator 
of the AABA, spoke out on the issue of the 
development of eating disorders.
“I t ’s usually a com bination of 
factors...you have to consider the psycho­
logical factors...there are environmental fac­
tors, family issues. And then, of course, 
there are cultural factors which are very, 
extremely present in our culture with the 
pervasive media that we have in this cul­
ture, and there are messages that are attached 
to those images,” educates Mysko.
The growing concern for men, women 
and children living with eating disorders has 
brought Mysko and model Magali Amadei 
together to speak at schools via the AABA 
National Outreach Tour.
Amadei is a successful model who spent
years living with bulimia and is now help­
ing herself by helping others, under the wing 
of Mysko.
“I think when people see eating disor­
ders mentioned on television or in a publi­
cation, it gives them a sense that it is okay 
for them to come out and speak about it as 
well,” remarks Mysko. “We have definitely 
been getting an increased volume of calls.”
There are three types of eating disorders 
that attack over five million Americans; 
anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge 
eating disorders. Unfortunately, as Mysko 
explained, “people with eating disorders are 
very good at keeping it un­
der wraps.” If you are aware 
of the behavior that people 
with eating disorders display, 
you may be able to save a life.
People with anorexia tend 
to become incredibly thin in 
a short period of time. They 
avoid calories and fat like the 
plague, even when they are 
at a painfully thin weight. In 
the beginning, they may be­
come obsessed with food, 
constantly expressing how 
displeased they are with their 
size.
They may begin exercis­
ing at an unhealthy rate and lying about the 
food they ate, or didn’t eat. In the later 
stages of the disease, they may suffer from 
fainting spells, hair loss, dry skin, and ex­
haustion. Without help, an anorexic person 
can go into cardiac arrest from the stress 
their body undergoes.
The signs of a person who is bulimic 
aren’t as obvious as they are for one who is 
anorexic; they may not even experience 
weight loss. When someone is bulimic, they 
tend to eat a lot - they binge. Bingeing may 
look to many like a person enjoying a 
healthy appetite for food.
Following the binge, however, is usu­
ally a trip to the bathroom where the afflicted
individual will purge by vomiting up the 
food they just devoured. They may be de­
pressed about life or just troubled with their 
body size.
Mysko discussed the dangers of bulimia 
related to a person’s general health and their 
lives. “Bulimia can be fatal if it’s left un­
treated,” she warns. It can lead to dehydra­
tion or an electrolyte imbalance, which can 
cause cardiac arrest.
The third type of eating disorder called 
binge eating is the least spoken about. Simi­
lar to bulimia, binge eating is when a per­
son eats large quantities of food, however, 
binge eaters do not purge fol­
lowing a binge. Often they 
are unable to stop themselves 
from consuming food even 
when they are not hungry or 
full.
Although they may follow 
a binge episode by dieting, 
binge eaters tend to be over­
weight, even obese, adding to 
their low self-esteem and feel­
ings of inadequacy.
“We really need to start 
looking at, especially in an 
overweight population...how 
many of those people are ac­
tually suffering from binge 
eating disorders,” reminds Mysko.
Attempts at hiding their overeating is 
caused by feelings of extreme shame and 
guilt. Continual binge eating can cause a 
great deal of health issues, from heart dis­
ease and high blood pressure to cancer.
People who are in the grips of an eating 
disorder become overwhelmed with guilt 
and depression; the eating disorder con­
sumes them. If an eating disorder is eating 
away at you and you want to get well, start 
by telling someone you trust.
‘The first step to getting help is to reach 
out and tell somebody that you’re suffering, 
and that can be very, very difficult because 
people who have eating disorders get very
good at hiding their behavior, and there’s 
so much shame and secrecy,” expresses 
Mysko “That is the first step to getting help.”
If you know someone who is suffering 
with an eating disorder, it is important to let 
them know you are aware that there is a 
problem.
Explains Mysko, “The most important 
thing is to confront that person and you want 
to do it in a way that’s very caring and com­
passionate. Choose a time when you can 
sit down with the person one-on-one, you 
know, don’t confront them right after 
they’ve come out of the bathroom, don’t 
confront them right after (they’ve) refused 
to eat something.”
Mysko continues, “Let the person know 
what you’ve observed about their behavior,. 
Give them specific examples of things that 
you’ve observed that have led you to be­
lieve that there is a problem. You really want 
to let that person know that you are not judg­
ing them, that you don’t think anything less 
of them for having this problem.”
It is best to put yourselves in their shoes 
and then practice the way you will handle 
the approach. Don’t be surprised if the per­
son with the disorder denies it or gets angry 
with you. Without forcing the issue, let them 
know you are there for them when they are 
ready for help.
If you need more information on how to 
help yourself or someone else and find the 
resources available, you can call AABA’s 
New York office or access their website at 
www.aabainc.org.
Mysko leaves us with one very signifi­
cant message: “One of the most important 
things for friends and family to do is to edu­
cate themselves about eating disorders. The 
more that you know, the better prepared 
you’re going to be to deal with the situa­
tion. There is so much misunderstanding 
and misconception surrounding eating dis­
orders that it is important that you really be 
informed and educated.”
“People with 
eating disorders 
are very good 
at keeping it 
under wraps.
-Claire Mysko, 
administrator
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T’ai Chi Proves Beneficial 
in Easing Mind and Body
SANTA AND HIS REINDEER 
STOP AT BLANTON HALL
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
Last Thursday, C .H .E.E.R.S. and R .H .A ., hosted over 70 children in the 
Blanton H all A trium  fo r  a visit w ith Santa, Pete Dionslio.
By Yasemin Tuncay___________________
Hews Assignments Editor
With final exams and the holidays just around the comer, it is easy to understand how stressed and 
frustrated students can be. Pressure put on 
oneself during this time of year could have 
negative effects on one’s health and state of 
mind.
Some people may try to relieve the pres­
sure by doing exercising, thinking that it 
may help alleviate their stress. However, 
high impact aerobic exercise can sometimes 
add to levels of stress within the body and 
lead to further emotional fatigue.
There is a healthier method that could 
prove to be the answer to one’s physical, 
emotional and spiritual well being. It is 
called T’ai Chi Chuan, an ancient Chinese 
method that is a martial art as well as a heal­
ing art. It is being widely practiced all over 
the world for its great health benefits for the 
young and old.
“It helps eliminate stress with relax­
ation,” Rhoda Jacobs, instructor at a local 
T’ai Chi school, said. “If you learn how to 
relax your body, you can relax your mind 
and emotions.”
Jacobs said she feels that T’ai Chi is for 
everyone - there are no age requirements 
to its practice. Due to the low impact, non- 
strenuous style of the Chinese exercise, it is
ageless.
For helping college students cope with 
their stress, T’ai Chi can help them “...deal 
with problems in a more objective and 
grounded way,” Jacobs said.
The martial arts involve a variety of tech­
niques of unarmed combat, originating in 
the Far East. Its basic concepts are influ­
enced by Asian philosophical concepts, es­
pecially the principles of Zen Buddhism.
T’ai Chi Chuan is perhaps the gentlest 
martial art. Although it is still considered a
fighting system, it began being perceived 
more as a healing art rather than a form of 
self-defense as it continued to grow and 
expand from the Far East.
The exact origin of T’ai Chi is shrouded 
in myth and folklore. A Taoist monk and 
philosopher, Chang San-Feng of the Sung 
Dynasty, is the acknowledged “creator” of 
T’ai Chi. He lived sometime between the 
eleventh and fourteenth centuries A.D. He 
is said to have redesigned the original forms 
of Shao-Lin, emphasizing deep breathing 
and inner awareness and control.
Shao-Lin Ch’uan was an exercise cre­
ated by Bodhidharma who came to China 
from India, teaching a form of physical 
therapy for monks.
Chang San-Feng’s developments in T’ai 
Chi reflected the intellectual teachings of 
Confucian and the mystical concept of Tao, 
which were prevalent influences at that time.
Over the centuries philosophers and phy­
sicians developed the exercise system to 
include various principles and techniques 
that combine physical wellness and spiri­
tual harmony, resulting in a therapy for the 
body as well as the mind.
There are presently a variety of T’ai Chi 
styles which evolved from the practice of 
families, passed on from master to student 
through the generations. The five dominant 
styles practiced today are: Yang, Wu, Ho, 
Sun, and Chen.
The T’ai Chi exercise encompasses sets 
of moves which have many names like 
“Wave Hands Like Clouds” and “The Dance 
of the Dragon.” Each form consists of a 
series of positions and continuous move­
ments linked together, creating a flowing, 
graceful dance, often referred to as "’medi­
tation in motion.”
Up to 100 positions may be included in 
a single form and may take as long as 20 
minutes to complete.
Through T’ai Chi exercises, the follow­
ing is employed: Relaxation of body 
muscles and clearing one’s mind of all mat­
ter; movements should be slow in tempo 
with a relaxed posture; mental and visual 
concentration on T’ai Chi forms being per­
formed; and the ability to integrate inner 
awareness with control of body movement 
to create a balance between the physical and 
spiritual.
By learning these principles and having
steady practice, T’ai Chi has proved ben­
eficial to many conditions and ailments such 
as arthritis and rheumatism, back problems, 
balance improvement, stress reduction, 
weight management, high blood pressure, 
post traumatic stress and senior citizen 
therapy.
For more information on location and 
prices of T ’ai Chi schools check out 
www.taichichuan.org/.
At these p ric e s , it ’s too  b a d  
w e  d o n ’t sell ca rs .
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every doy. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in 
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.
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A u d i o l o g y
L i n k i n g  R e s e a r c h  &  C l i n i c a l  P r a c t i c e
Seton Hall University’s School of Graduate Medical Education offers an innovative
Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) in Audiology*
and in collaboration with the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ), an innovative
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Health Sciences:
Audiology & Hearing Science Specialization**
T hese program s provide you w ith  sta te-of-the-art academ ic, clinical, an d  research oppo rtu n ities  
th rough  affiliation w ith  m any prestig ious clinical sites and  research laboratories.
You w ill learn how  to provide the m ost effective d iagnostic and  trea tm en t p rocedures to  those w ho  exhib it 
com m unication  d isorders re la ted  to hearing  im pairm ents. Fundam enta l concep ts in  scientific research 
m ethodology and  design in  add ition  to  sta te-of-the-art technical skills are also em phasized.
O u r flexible and  diverse cu rricu la  are open  to  post-B achelor’s*** and  post-M aster’s s tu d en ts  and  
enable you  to  p u rsu e  docto ra l s tud ies o n  a part-tim e o r full-tim e basis.
For more information or an application call: (973) 275-2825 (Audiology program office) 
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • On the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/
Seton Hall University - School of Graduate Medical Education 
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - School of Health Related Professions
In partnership for you
SET O N  H A L L  l i é  U N IV E R S IT Y .
* ASHA Candidacy Status 
Granted August 1,1999 
** Speech-Language Pathology 
Specialization also available 
** Sc.D. program only
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G C O O T iPS
By Jenny Mabee
The next time you get ready to crumple up a sheet of printer paper, 
think to yourself, “Is this the only option?” Printer paper is one of the 
easiest materials to recycle, especially since it can survive the process over 
and over again. Additionally, before you even think about recycling, put 
some thought into reuse. W hy waste a brand new sheet just to use as 
scrap when the second side of your printer paper can do the same job? 
Think wisely and you can save yourself some cash and the world a few 
trees.
Sponsored by the Conservation Club, a Class I  Organization o f the SGA
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Greeks Climb High Ropes 
to Better Understanding
COURTESY OF CREEK COUNCIL
Representatives from  Greek Council pose fo r  a picture before they go outside to 
participate in the team building activities which included a ten fo o t w all and  a web.
First Greek Retreat is held in 
order to gain awareness of 
similarities and differences
By Jessica Leidy
Special to The Montclarion
thanked each other for the wealth of valu­
able information that they learned from one 
another throughout the two-day experience.
Overall, the First Annual Greek Coun­
cil Retreat was a huge success, and they 
hope that it will be even more of a success 
in the years to come.
O n Saturday Nov. 13, the First Annual Greek Council Retreat be gan. A group of 26 headed to Hap­
piness Is Camping in Blairstown, NJ with 
suitcases packed with warm clothes and high 
hopes.
In attendance was the Greek Council 
Advisor and coordinator of this weekend, 
Kesha Drakeford. Other facilitators in­
cluded Dean James Harris, John Lowney 
from Residence Life and Leslie Morris from , 
the Jewish Student Union.
Each fraternity, sorority and social fel­
lowship was asked to have at least one mem­
ber from their organization attend. Members 
from the Student Government and the Greek 
Council Executive Board also attended.
Everyone went to work in two separate 
groups with the staff of Happiness Is Camp­
ing. Out in the woods they worked on a 
variety of team building tasks which in­
cluded climbing a ten foot wall, getting 
through a web, crossing a river, and many 
other challenging facilitators.
In their groups, they discussed various 
issues facing Greeks/Social Fellowships, 
and their thoughts and feelings about their 
individual organizations.
During the second day, John Lowney 
kept them alert and motivated with a vari­
ety of activities. Dean Harris taught them 
about multi-culturalism and diversity issues. 
They also discussed ways in which they 
could improve the Greek Council and 
pooled their ideas for community service 
and philanthropies. The stereotypes at­
tached to their particular organizations were 
also addressed through entertaining role 
plays and discussions.
The Greek Council Executive Board 
Secretary and B.O.T. Student Representa­
tive Lauren Jacoby of Phi Sigma Pi led a 
two-part closing section. They shared and
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The Seven Principles o f Kwanzaa
1. UMOJA (Unity)
To strive for and maintain unity in the family, community, nation and race.
2. KUJICHAGULIA (Self-Determination)
To define ourselves, name ourselves, create for ourselves and speak for ourselves 
instead of being defined, named, created for and spoken for by others.
3. UJIMA (Collective Work and Responsibility)
To build and maintain our community together and make our sisters’ and brothers’ 
problems our problems and to solve them together.
4. UJAMMA (Cooperative Economics)
To build and maintain our own stores, shops and other businesses and to profit from them 
together.
5 . NIA (Purpose)
To make our collective vocation the building and developing of our community in order to 
restore our people to their traditional greatness.
6. KUUMBA (Creativity)
To always do as much as we can, in the way we can, in order to leave our community more 
beautiful and beneficial than we inherited it.
7. IMANI (Faith)
To believe with all our heart in our people, our parents, our teachers, our leaders and the 
righteousness and victory of our struggle.
Contributed to The Montclarion by the Dean of Students Office
Kim Basinger and Tammy
THE SHOW MUST NO" GO ON!
Elephants in circuses are not trained with 
love and treats. They endure years of bru­
tal training. Since 1983, 21 people have 
been killed and 34 people seriously injured 
by performing elephants.
Please help Kim Basinger and the Perform­
ing Animal Welfare Society put an end to 
the use of elephants in circuses. Call today 
for your packet:
8 0 0 -3 1 4 -9 8 8 4
The Festival o f Lights is 
Most Secular Jewish Holiday
By Florence Roggeman
Staff Writer
c
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hanukkah, the Jewish Festival of Re­
dedication, also known as the Festi 
val of Lights, is an eight-day festi­
val beginning on the twenty-fifth day of the 
Jewish month of Kislev.
Chanukkah is probably one of the best 
known Jewish holidays, not because of any 
great religious significance, but because of 
its proximity to Christmas. Many non-Jew s 
(and even many assimilated Jews) think of 
this holiday as the Jewish Christmas, adopt­
ing many of the Christmas 
customs, such as elaborate 
gift giving and decoration.
This holiday, which 
has its roots in a revolution 
against assimilation and 
the suppression of Jewish 
religion, is considered by 
many Jews to be the most 
assimilated, secular holi­
day of the Jewish calendar.
The story of Chanukah 
begins in the reign of 
Alexander the Great.
Alexander conquered Syria, Egypt, and Is­
rael, but allowed the lands under his con­
trol to continue observing their own reli­
gions and retain a certain degree of au­
tonomy.
More than a century later, Antiochus IV, 
a successor of Alexander, was in control of 
the region. Antiochus determined to force 
Greek polytheistic religion upon the strictly 
monotheistic Jews. He began to oppress the 
Jews severely, massacring Jews, prohibit­
ing, th e  p ra c tic e  o f th e  Jew ish  re U g io n , and 
desecrating the Temple by requiring the sac­
rifice of pigs (a nonkosher animal) on the 
altar. He took the broth of the sow and 
sprinkled it throughout the Temple, thus 
defiling the whole sanctuary. Then, as a ft-
Speech-Language Pathology
Enhancing C ommunication Independence
Seton Hall University’s School of Graduate Medical Education offers a superior
Master of Science Program in Speech-Language Pathology (SLP)
that provides you with state-of-the-art academic and clinical training opportunities. Through its affiliation 
with many prestigious clinical sites, it is one of the most comprehensive SLP programs in the nation.
As a student enrolled in the SLP program, you will train to work with patients of all ages in clinical settings, 
including hospitals, rehabilitation centers, public and private schools, and many others.
This intensive full-time program teaches you how to provide the most effective diagnostic and treatment procedures to those who exhibit 
communication disorders, while focusing on the latest developments in SLP as they impact changing healthcare and educational practices.
For more information or an application call: (973) 275-2825 (SLP program office) 
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • On the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/
nal insult, he erected a statue of Jupiter in 
the holy place.
Two groups opposed Antiochus: a basi­
cally nationalistic group led by Mattathias 
the Hasmonean and his son Judah 
Maccabee, and a religious traditionalist 
group known as the Chasidim, the forerun­
ners of the Pharisees (no direct connection 
to the modern movement known as 
Chasidism). They joined forces in a revolt 
against the assimilation of Hellenistic Jews 
and the oppression by the Selucid govern­
ment of Syria. The revolution succeeded, 
and the Temple was rededicated.
According to tradition 
as recorded in the Talmud, 
at the time of the rededicat­
ion, only one night’s oil 
had not been defiled by the 
Syrians. Oil was needed for 
the menorah (candela­
brum) in the Temple, 
which was supposed to 
burn throughout the night 
every night. There was 
only enough oil to burn for 
one day, yet miraculously, 
it burned for eight days, the 
time needed to prepare a fresh supply of oil 
for the menorah. An eight-day festival was 
declared to commemorate this miracle.
The miracle is celebrated by the light­
ing of candles, one for each night, and by 
eating fried foods. Among the Jews of East­
ern Europe, latkes are a holiday favorite. 
(Latkes, pronounced “lot-kuhs” or “lot- 
keys,” are also known as “potato pancakes” 
by the rest of the world.)
Gift-giving is not a traditional part of the
YvoWday, Y>vx\ Y\as added \w  p\aees vjY\c.tc
Jews have a lot of contact with Christians. 
The only traditional gift of the holiday is 
gelt, small amounts of money.
Another tradition of the holiday is play­
ing dreidel, a gambling game played with a 
square top. M ost people play for 
■natchsticks, pennies, M&Ms or chocolate 
oins. A dreidel is marked with four Hebrew 
etters: Nun, Gimmel. Heh and Shin.
While it is said that the four Hebrew let- 
ers stand for the Hebrew phrase “ nes gadol 
layah sham” (a great miracle happened 
here), they also stand for the Yiddish words 
tit (nothing), gantz (all), halb (half) and 
htell (put), which are the rules of the game, 
’his tradition was added after years of per- 
ecution forced students of Judaism to Hide 
heir studies by playing a game of chance 
vhenever troops arrived to enforce laws 
igainst the practice of Judaism.
This holiday, which has its roots in a 
evolution against assimilation and the sup- 
tression of Jewish religion, is considered 
>y many Jews to be the most assimilated, 
ecular holiday of the Jewish calendar.
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MONTCLAIR STATE STUD EN TS
Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer Sessions catalog in late 
March. No admission application required for MSU students. 
Just follow telephone registration instructions in the catalog.
R EG IST ER  BY T ELEP H O N E  FOR A LL  S E S S IO N S :  
M ARCH  30-MAY 1; M AY 16-AUGUST 7
Priority registration for Montclair State students: March 30-April 12
Visiting Students and others register: 
April 14-May 1; May 16-August 7
The Summer Sessions 2000 catalog, is needed to complete registration. It Includes complete 
registration, schedule and Visiting Student information. The catalog  will be availab le in 
late March.
Registration may be completed up to and including the first day of the course as long as it is open.
VIS ITING STUDEN TS from other colleges and universities DO NO T file an Application for 
Admission to Montclair State University (MSU). To become eligible to register, you must submit 
to the Montclair State University Admissions Office either one of the following sets of documen­
tation. (1) Submit the Visiting Student Permission Form from the MSU Summer Sessions 2000  
catalog with Parts A and B of the form completed (including your official college/university approval 
signature and seal/stamp). (2) Submit the Visiting Student Permission Form from the MSU  
Summer Sessions 2000 catalog with Part A of the form completed, and attach an official 
permission form or letter (your college/university letterhead must appear on the permission form 
or letter) from your school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take course work at 
another institution. Specific details will appear in the Summer Sessions 2000 catalog.
STUDEN TS ACCEPTED BY A  REG IO NALLY ACC R E D ITE D  C O LLEG E OR UNIVERSITY,
other than Montclair State, to begin their studies in the Fall 2000 semester are considered Visiting 
Students. Follow Visiting Student registration procedures. Attach a  copy of your acceptance letter 
from the regionally accredited college or university you will be attending in the Fall 2000 semester 
to the completed Part A of the Visiting Student Permission Form from the MSU Summer Sessions 
2000 catalog, and subnfit both documents to the MSU Admissions Office.
CO URSE LOAD: A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three-W eek Pre- 
Session; a total of 9 semester hours during any combination of the Six-Week Session, Eight-Week 
Session, Ten-W eek Saturday Session, and Twelve-W eek Session; and one 3 semester hour 
course during the Three-Week.Post-Session.
F IN ANCIAL AID FOR M ONTCLAIR STA TE STUDENTS: The primary source of financial 
assistance for Summer Sessions study is the William D. Ford Federal Direct Stafford Loan 
Program. Loan assistance is not available if a student is requesting it for only Pre- and/or Post- 
Session study. This is a condition of the William D. Ford Direct Stafford Loan Program 
disbursement regulations. Your Financial Aid Application and Student Aid Report (SAR) m ust be 
received by March 1, 2000. TO  BE CO NSIDERED FOR SUM M ER SESSIO NS FINANCIAL  
AID, YOU M UST REGISTER DURING TH E PRIO RITY REGISTRATION PERIOD, MARCH 30- 
APRIL 12,2000. Please refer all student financial aid questions to  the  Financial A id Office, 
College Hall (CO -321), telephone (973) 655-4461.
F IN ANCIAL AID FOR VIS ITING STUDENTS: It is the policy of Montclair State University not to 
process financial aid for Visiting Students. The Montclair State Financial Aid Office will assist 
students with the com pletion jof form s required by  their respective schools to process financial aid. 
The Financial Aid Office is located in College Hall (CO-321); telephone (973) 655-4461.
TUITIO N AND FEES*
MBA Students
$243.10 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$318.10 per credit, non-residents 
MFA Students
$263.10 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$343.10 per credit, non-reidents 
Doctoral Students
$273.10 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$358.10 per credit, non-residents
Tuition and fees are subject to change without notice.
Key to abbreviation of days
M-Monday T-Tuesday W-Wednesday R-Thursday F-Friday
S-Saturday U-Sunday
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes only, and 
is subject to minor changes.
Undergraduate
$128.26 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$188.10 per credit, non-residents 
Graduate
$238.10 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$313.10 per credit, non-residents
The Summer Sessions office is located in College Hall (CO-215); telephone (973) 655-4352
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.
Visiting students complete and return the coupon below, call or e-mail to receive the Summer 
Sessions 2000 catalog. It will be mailed to you in late March.
M ONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY (973) 655-4352
Sum m er Sessions e-m ail: sum m er.sessions@ m ontclair.edu
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
i---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
| N a m e ______________________________________________________________________________  I
Address ------------------------------------------------------------------------ *---------------
City________________________________________________State______________ Z ip _________
The first opportunity for Visiting Students to  register by telephone is April 14-May 1.
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day Mon -Thurs., 
May 22-June 8 General time frames: 
8:00-11:25 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:25 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (973)655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology .................. 3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
ANTH 101 Physical Anthropology................. 3
ANTH 150 Native Latin Americans................ 3
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology......................3
B iology and Molecular B iology (973) 655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.......................4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.......................4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 5:00-9:50 p.m.)
BIOL 107 Biology for Survival...................... 3
BIOL 110 Biology of Human L ife .................. 4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL 110 Biology of Human L ife .................. 4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 10:00 a.m.-2:50 p.m.)
BIOL 330 Intro to Animal Behavior...................... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
BIOL 380 . Genetics ................................................ 4
(meets 5/22-6/22,10:00 a.m.-2:50 p.m.) 
Broadcasting (973) 655-7870
BDCS 470 Sp Studies Sports Broadcast............3
Classics & General Humanities (973) 655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities l-to 1400....................3
GNHU 285 Mythology..............................................3
Computer Science (973) 655-4166
CMPT 107 Computers and Society........................2
(meets 9:00-11:20 a.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Application..................3
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 481 Legal Rights of Women........................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum  and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 400 Teacher, School & S ocie ty................. 3
(meets 11:00 a.m.-2:25 p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies (973) 655-4448
EUGS 100 Principles ol Geography.......................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
EUGS 102 World Geography.................................3
GEOS 110 Natural Disasters................................ .3
GEOS 112 Physical G eology................................. 4
. (meets 5/22-6/15, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.) 
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro.....................3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics: M icro .................... 3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Micro.....................3
(meets 10:00 a.m.-1:25 p.m.)
English (973) 655-4249
ENGL 250 Sp Tope: Latino/Latina W rlrs .............. 3
ENGL 493 Sem: Am Lit Arthur M ille r.................... 3
ENGL 494 Sem: Eng Lit Shkspr on F ilm .............. 3
(meets 1:00-4:25 pm.)
ENLT 250 Sp Tope: Blk Women Wrlrs ................ 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
ENWR 491 Sem Wrtg:Autobi & Fam H is t.............. 3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARAN 190 Intro to the Visual Arts .........................3
ARAN 190 Intro to the Visual A r ts .........................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
ARGD 423 Advertising Design............................... 3
ARGS 260 V/A Wk: Stoneware Cerm Vesl............4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstm Societies.......................3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstm Societies.......................3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
HLTH 210 Consumer H ea lth ................................. 3
HLTH 220 Mental H ealth ........................................3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality.................................. 3
PEGN 200 Beginning Swimming............................ 1
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m.)
PEGN 258 Beginning T e nn is ..................................1
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m. or
10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m.)
PEMJ 110 Aquatics...................................   1
(meets 10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m. or 
2:00-4:20 p .m .)
PEGN 278 Yoga ...................................................... 1
(meets 10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m.)
PEMJ 227 Social Problems in S p o rt.....................3
PEMJ 492 S/T PE: Tch Gymnast K -1 2 ................ 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
PERL 228 Rec/Hosp Spec Popula........................3
PERL 346 Tour & Rec Pin Dev & Analy............... 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
H istory (973) 655-5261
HIST 108 Intro to African Civ ............................... 3
, (meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
HIST 117 Hist of the U.S. to 1876........................3
HIST 131 Intro to Indian C iv ........... ...................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
HIST 132 Intro to Chinese Civ ............................. 3
HIST 212 Social History of the U.S...............   3
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HECO 141 Interpersonal Relations........................3
HECO 448 Family Counseling................................ 3
(meets 5/22-6/15, T-R, 9:00 a.m.- 
12:15 p.m.)
HEFM 214 Child Development I .............................3
(meets 10:00 a.m.-1:25 p.m.)
HEFM 319 Lang/Lit for Young C hldm ....................3
(meets 5/22-6/15, 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
HEFM 418 Stratg-Work w/Parents.........................3
HEMG 331 Money Management ............................3
HENU 153 Food and People.................................. 3
HENU 182 Nutrition.................................................3
(meets 5/22-6/15, 8:00-10:30 a.m.)
HENU 255 Meal Design & Management.............. 3
(meets 5/22-6/15)
Information and Decision Sclences(973) 655-4269
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis.............................3
FINQ 375 Operations A nalysis.............................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
INFO - 273 Intro to Comput in B usn.......................3
INFO 371 Mgmt Information Systems................. 3
INFO 492 S/T-Info Sys: Elctrnc C m rc ................. 3
Management (973) 655-4280
MGMT 315 Organizational Behavior...................... 3
MGMT 363 Business and Society...........................3
Marketing (973) 655-4254
MKTG 347 Export/lmport Mktg P roc ......................3
MKTG 350 Pharm & Hlth Care M ktg..... ................3
MKTG 499 Current Topics in M ktg........................ 3
Mathematical Sciences (973) 655-5132
MATH 103 The Development of Math................... 3
»MATH 109 S tatistics................................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics.................... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus LLinear A lgebra.................. 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus...........................3
Music (973) 655-7212
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non-Major....... ................3
Philosophy and Religion (973) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to P h ilos...................   3
PHIL 106 Log ic .......................................................3
PHIL 210 E th ics......................................................3
RELG 100 Religions of the W orld......................... 3
RELG 101 Intro to Religion.....................................3
Political Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to Politics................... .... 3
POLS 101 American Govt & P olitics ...............  3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev.................3
PSYC 102 Women s W orlds............................ .'. 3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds...................................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
PSYC 203 Gen Psych II: An Exper. A p r................3
PSYC 225 Psychology ol Adjustm ent...................3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
PSYC 304 Social Psychology................................ 3
PSYC 310 Intro Psychological Testing..................3
PSYC 360 Hist & Systems of Psych...................... 3
Reading and Educational Media (973) 655-5183
READ 409 Tchng for Critical Thnkg.......................3
Sociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 202 Racial & Ethnic Relations.................... 3
SOCI 204 Sociology of Fam ily.............................. 3
SOCI 220 Sociology: Rich/Poor N atns.................3
Spanlsh/ltalian (973) 655-4285
ITAL 103 Italian I I I ................................................. 3
SPAN 101 Spanish 1................................................ 3
Speech Communication (973) 655-7471
SPCM 435 Communication Arts Activ....................3
Theatre and Dance (973) 655-4217
THTR 265 Contemp Thtr Cultur D ivers................ 3
Women s Studies (973) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds.................................. 3
WMST 102 Women's W orlds...............   3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
SIX-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon. -Thurs., June 26 - August 3 
General time frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m.,
11:00 a.m.-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m 
(exceptions noted)
Accounting, Law, and Taxation (973) 655-4174
ACCT 201 Fundamentals of Acctg I ......................3
ACCT 202 Fundamentals of Acctg I I .....................3
Broadcasting (973) 655-7870
BDCS 270 S/T BdcsLFilms About T V ....................3
(meets M,W, 9:15 a.m.-12:25 p.m.)
BDCS 270 S/T Bdcst:Multitrk Recrdng................. 3
(meets T.R, 12:45-4:10 p.m.)
Classics & General Humanities (973) 655-4419
GNHU 201 General Humanities I .......................... 3
GNHU 282 Roman Civilization .............................. 3
GNHU 285 Mythology.............................................3
Computer Science (973) 655-4166
CMPT 107 Computers & Society..........................2
(meets 7:30-8:35 a..m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicant....................3
CMPT 483 Data Base Systems............................. 3
Curriculum  and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 409 Tchg for Critical Thinking............ .......3
Earth and Environmental Studies (973) 655-4448
GEOS 107 Planet Earth.................................  4
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.)
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro....................3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Micro.....................3
ECON 301 Money & Banking................................ 3
ECON 402 International Economics....................... 3
FINC 321 Fundamentals of Finance.................... 3
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 220 Philosophic Orienta to E duc............. 3
(meets 7/10-8«, 9:15-11:40 a.m.)
English (973) 655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition......................
ENGL 106 • Intro to Literature................................
ENGL 234 American D ram a................................
ENGL 238 Black Writers in the U.S......................
ENGL 256 English Novel to 1900........................
ENGL 260 Art of Poetry.........................................
ENGL 493 Sem: Amer Lit Amer Gothic Lit...........
ENLT 176 Wrld LibComg Age Theme.................
ENWR 206 Business Writing ................................
Fine A rts (973) 655-7295
ARAN 190 Intro to the Visual A r ts .......................
(meets M.J.R, 11:00 a.m.-1:15 p.m.)
ARDW 200 Drawing, Beginning I ..........................
(meets M,T,R, 12:00-4:10 p.m.)
ARFD 363 Intro Computer Graphics.....................
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:35 p.m.)
ARGS 260 V/A Wk: Ceramics/Raku.............. .....
(meets 6/26-7/20, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies.......... ..........
(meets M.T.R, 8:30-10:45 a.m.)
French, German and Russian (973) 655-4283
FREN 101 Beginning French................................
FREN 112 Beginning French I I ............................
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
HLTH 430 Health Counseling...............................
(meets 6/26-7/13, 9:15 a.m.-12:40 p.m.)
PEGN 258 Beginning T enn is ...............................
(meets M,W, or T,R, 7:00-9:05 a.m.)
H istory (973) 655-5261
HIST 118 History of U.S. Since 1876..................
Honors Program (973) 655-7374
HONP 202 Hon Sem on Social A nalys................
Information and Decision Sciences (973) 855-4269
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis............................
L ingu istics (973) 655-4286
ESOL 153 Intensive ESL I I I ..................................
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:35 p.m.)
ESOL 154 Intensive ESL IV Adv C om p..............
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:35 p.m.)
Management (973) 655-4280
MGMT 439 Business P olicy..................................
Marketing (973) 655-4254
MKTG 240 Intro to Marketing...............................
MKTG 346 Intro International Busn.......................
Mathematical Sciences (973) 655-5132
MATH 060 Bas Sk I Math Lab: Com p..................
MATH 061 Basic Skills II Math Lab: A lg ..............
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra...................
MATH 103 The Development of Math........ .........
MATH 106 Contmp Appld Math Evryone............
MATH 109 S tatistics..............................................
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics....................
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear A lgebra................
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus.........................
MATH 122 Calculus I ................................... ..........
(meets 7:30-9:35 a.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I .............................................
(meets 11:00 a.m.-1:05 p.m.)
Music (973) 655-7212
MUGN 100 Introduction to Music...........................
MUGN 250 Rap/Rock:Cultural Phenom ...............
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non-Major......... 1............
Philosophy and Religion (973) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy.................... - ......
PHIL 210 Ethics............................. .......................
PHIL 212 Social-Political Philos............... ..........
RELG 100 Religions of the W orld.........................
Political Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 101 American Gov't & Politics...................
POLS 201 Comparative Politics...........................
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev...............
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology......................
PSYC 265 Psychology of W om en........................
PSYC 303 Industrl & Organiz P sych...... .............
PSYC 320 Developmental Psych I .......................
Reading and Educational Media (973) 655-5183
MEDI 403 Rdg Matral-Children/Youth..................3
(meets 7/17-8/3, 7:30'-10:40 a.m.)
READ 400 Found of Reading Instruc....................3
READ 407 Read:Theory & Process....................... 3
Sociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 100 Sociological Perspective......................3
SOCI 113 Social Problems................................... 3
SOCI 202 Racial & Ethnic Relations....................3
SOCI 204 Sociology of Family.............................. 3
SOCI 232 Intro Criminal Justice Systm s............3
Spanish/ltalian (973) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian I ...................................................3
ITAL . 1 0 2  Italian I I ............»..................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish 1................................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ...............................................3
SPAN 103 Spanish III..............................................3
Speech Communication (973) 655-7471
SPCM 101 Fund Speech: Comm R qm t.................3
SPCM 234 Public Speaking.................................... 3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the evening 
Mon., Tubs., and Thurs., June 12-August 3 
General time frames: 6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Chemistry and B iochem istry (973) 655-5140
CHEM 107 College Chemistry I ........................... 2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 108 College Chemistry I I .............................2
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 109 College Chemistry Lab 1.......................1
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 11:00a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM 120 General Chemistry I .............................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I I ............................4
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 230 Organic Chemistry I .............................3
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. o r .......
1:00-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 231 Organic Chemistry I I ............................3
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. o r ......
1:00-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 232 Exper Organic Chem I .........................2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. or 
12:15-4:15 p.m.)
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CHEM 233 Exper Organic Chem I I ............... .......2
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 8:00 a.m.-12:00 
p.m. or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
Classic* 5  General Humanities (973) 655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities l-to 1400.................. 3
Computer Science (973) 655-4166
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn.....................3
Earth and Environmental Studies (973) 655-4448
GEOS 125 Earth & the Environment......................4
(meets 1:00-4:00 p.m. or 5:00-8:00 p.m.)
GEOS 162 General Oceanography........................3
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
FINC 321 Fundamentals ol F inance....................3
English (973) 655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition........................3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature..................................3
ENGL 337 Modem Amer F iction.............. ............. 3
ENGL 354 Shakesp: Trgdy & Romances.............3
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HEFM 315 Fid Exp:Famty/Child S e rv ................... 3
(meets 6/12-7/6, 8:20-10:50 a.m.)
HEFM 418 Stratg-Work w/Parents........................ 3
(meets 6/12-7/6, 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.)
HEFM 445 Inner City Fam ily..................................3
(meets M,T, 6:309:10 p.m.)
Information and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269 
FINQ 270 Statistics For Business........................ 4
(meets 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
Linguistics (973) 655-4266
LNGN 250 Language o l Propaganda.................3
(meets M,W, 6:30-9:05 p.m.)
Management (973)655-4280
MGMT 231 Management Processes..................... 3
MGMT 335 Small Business Mgmt.......................... 3
Marketing (973) 655-4254
MKTG 240 Intro to Marketing.................................3
MKTG 351 Supvsd Work Exper Sem 1..................3
(meets W)
MKTG 451 Suprvsd Work Exper Sem II ...............3
(meets W)
Mathematical Sciences (includes Physics)
(973) 655-5132
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear A lgebra.................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus..........................3
MATH 116 Calculus A ............................................ 4
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH 122 Calculus I .............................................. 4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ............................................. 4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
PHYS 193 College Physics 1..................................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
PHYS 194 College Physics I I................................ 4
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 7:30a.m.12:30p.m.) 
Philosophy and Religion (973) 655-5144
RELG 100 Religions of the W orld.................... 3
RELG 101 Intro to Religion....................................3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev................ 3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds................................. 3
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology...................... 3
PSYC 201 Child Psychology..................................3
PSYC 220 Quant Methods in Psych.....................4
(meets 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
PSYC 225 Psychology ol Adjustment.................. 3
PSYC 304 Social Psychology................................3
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology......................... 3
Sociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 322 Juv Dellnqncy/Juv Justice............. .. 3
Spanish/ltallan (973) 655-4285
ITAL 102 Italian I I ...............     3
SPAN 101 Spanish 1............................................... 3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ..............................................3
SPAN 344 Spanish Conversation......................... 3
Speech Communication (973) 655-7471
SPCM 101 Fund Speech: Comm R qm t................3
Women's Studies (973) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds......................   3
TEN-WEEK SESSION, SATURDAYS
June 3 - August 5 
General time frames: 
8:00-11:45 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:45 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Classics & General Humanities (973) 655-4419
GNHU 201 General Humanities I .......................... 3
GNHU 285 Mythology............................................. 3
Computer Science (973) 655-4166
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn.................... 3
English (973) 655-4249
ENGL 263 Art ol D ram a.........................................3
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies...................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:45 p.m.)
History (973) 655-5261
HIST 118 Hist of U.S. Since 1876....................... 3
Sociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology...........................................3
SOCI 113 Social Problems...................................3
SOCI 400 Senior Research Project..................... 3
Spanish/ltallan (973) 655-4285
SPAN 102 Spanish II.............................................. 3
Speech Communication (973) 655-7471
SPCM 101 Fund Speech: Comm R qm t................ 3
TWELVE-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet one evening per week, 
Mon., Tue., Wed., or Thurs., May 22-August 15 
6:30-9:40 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (973) 655-4119
ANTH 425 Anthroplogy of Religion....................... 3
History (973) 655-5261
HIST 117 Hist of the U.S. to 1876....................... 3
HIST 118 Hist of the U.S. Since 1876................. 3
Legal Studies (973) 655-4152
LSLW 200 Intro to Law ........................................... 3
LSLW 220 Conflict & Its Resolution...................... 3
LSLW 499 Set Topic Law: Cyberlaw.................... 3
LSPR 210 Law & Litigation....................................3
LSPR 301 Criminal Law & Procedure.................. 3
Sociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology...........................................3
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., August 7-24 
General time frames: 
8:00-11:10 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (973) 655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology..........................3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
Classics & General Humanities (973) 655-4419
GNHU 285 Mythology............................................. 3
Computer Science (973)655-4166
CMPT 107 Computers & Society.......................... 2
(meets 9:00-11:05 a.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn.................... 3
Earth and Environmental Studies (973) 655-4448
ENVR 109 Human Environment............................3
GEOS 110 Natural Disasters..................................3
English (973) 655-4249
ENLT 250 Spc Tpc: Amer Short S tory................3
(meets 5:00-8:10 p.m.)
Fins Arts (973) 655-7295
ARAN 190 Intro to the Visual A r ts ....................... 3
(meets 11:00 a.m.-2:10 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies...................... 3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies...................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
History (973) 655-5261
HIST 219 Sport in History.....................................3
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HENU 182 Nutrition................................................3
Information and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
INFO 273 Intro to Computers in B usn.................3
Mathematical Sciences (973) 655-5132
MATH 103 The Development of Math...................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus..........................3
Philosophy and Religion (973) 655-5144
*  PHIL 106 Logic...................................................... 3
RELG 100 Religions of the W orld......................... 3
RELG 101 Intro to Religion................................... 3
Political Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 202 International Relations........................3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych LGrowth & Dev.............. . 3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds........................   3
Women's Studies (973) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds................................. 3
G R A D U A T E  C O U R S E S
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day Mon.-Thurs., 
May 22-June 8 General time frames: 
8:00-11:25 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:25 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Biology and Molecular B iology (973) 655-4397
BIOL 598 Sel Techniq Molecular B io l.............. 1.5
(meets 5/22-6/2, 5:00-9:45 p.m.)
BIOL 598 Sel Techniq Molecular B io l..............1.5
(meets 6/5-6/15, 5:00-9:45 p.m.) 
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(973) 655-4232
CS&D 523 Educational Audiology........................ 3
(meets 10:00 a.m.-1:25 p.m.)
CS&D 579 Sp Ed for Students w /D is.................... 3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D 595 Med/Phy Bases - Disab ........................ 3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 481 Legal Rights of Women......................  3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group Process..............3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group Process..............3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 577 Counseling Theories ...............'..........3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 595 Multicultural Counseling...................... 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 522 Innovations in Teaching...................... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought............. 3
(meets 5/22-6/15, 1:00-3:45 p.m.)
EDFD 540 Social Forces & Educ ...........................3
(meets 5/22-6/15, 4:00-6:45 p.m.)
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARGS 560 Gr V/A Wk: Stnwr Ceram Vesl............ 4
(meets 5/22-6/15, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ 492 ST:PE: Tch Gymnast K-12..................3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HECO 540 Interdis Sidy of Fam ily........................ 3
(meets 5/22-6/15, T,W,R, 4:30-7:40 p.m.) 
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 565 Child & Adol Psychopatholgy..............3
(meets 3:30-6:55 p.m.)
SIX-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs.. June 26-August 3 
General time frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a m.,
11:00 a m.-12:35 p.m.. 12:45-2:20 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(973) 655-4232
CS&D 510 Fid Exp:Early Ch Spec E d ..................3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D 535 Adv Sem In Comm D isorder......... . 6
(meets M,T,W, 8:00-11:30 a.m. and 
R, 8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D 579 Sp Ed for Students w /D is ....................3
(meets 6/30-7/28, F, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrn Dis Tchr-Conslt ...................3
(meets 12:00-5:00 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrn Dis Tchr-Conslt................... 3
(meets off campus, M-F, 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.)
CS&D 596 Adv Prac:LD Tchr-Conslt....................3
(meets 5:00-7:30 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tchg Stdt w /D is.......................  3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tchg Stdt w /D is..................3
(meets off campus, M-F, 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.) 
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
ELAD 510 Educational Admin I .............................3
ELAD 522 Computers in Educ A dm in..................3
Curriculum and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 546 Educ Gifted & Talented....................... 3
(meets 6/26-7/13, 11:00 a.m.-2:10 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev ol Educational Thought............... 3
ELRS 503 Methods ol Research.......................... 3
ELRS 580 Lming:Process/Measrmnt................... 3
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARGS 560 Gr V/A Wk: Ceramics/Raku................4
(meets 6/26-7/20, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ 541 Aerobic Exercise Program..................3
(meets M,T,R, 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
PEMJ 554 Orientation in Sports M ed................... 3
(meets M,R, 8:00-11:30 a.m.)
PEMJ 560 Curriculum in Phys E d ........................ 3
(meets M.T.R. 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
Management (973) 655-4280
MGMT 577 S/T: Bus Mod in Bus Planing.............. 3
(meets T,R, 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
Marketing (973) 655-4254
MKTG 501 Fund of Marketing................................ 3
(meets M,W, 5:30-8:40 p.m.)
Reading and Educational Media (973) 655-5183
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lm in Curri ........................3
(meets 6/26-7/13, 7:30-10:40 a.m.)
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lm In C u rr i........................3
MEDI 570 Dev Matl-Cmpt Tec-Tm/Ed.................. 3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the evening 
Mon., Tubs., and Thurs., June 12-August 3 
General time frames: 6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 574 Couns In Indus Seting-EAP.................3
COUN 581 Community Resources.........................3
(To Be Arranged)
Curriculum and Teaching (973)655-5187
CURR 599 Curr & Soc Dynam of S ch....................3
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 501 Economic Analysis............................... 3
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
ELRS 503 Methods of Research........................... 3
English (973) 655-4249
ENLT 602 Sem: Major Modem Novelists............. 3
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ 505 Research Seminar in Phys Ed............. 1
(To Be Arranged)
Information and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
INFO 505 Productn/Operalions M gm t.................3
Mathematical Sciences (973) 655-5132
MATH 503 Math for Computer Sci I I I .................... 3
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH 814 Alg/Anal Mid Lvl & HS Grade..............3
(To Be Arranged)
MATH 815 Crit Thkg & Cog Dev in M ath..............3
(To Be Arranged)
MATH 825 Research in Math Ed............................ 3
(To Be Arranged)
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 582 Behavior Modification...........................3
(meets 7/10-8/03, M-R, 11:00 a.m.-1:45 p.m.) 
Spanish/ltallan (973) 655-4285 
SPAN 560 Topics in Span Amer L it ...................... 3
TWELVE-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet one evening per week 
Mon., Tue., Wed., or Thurs., May 22-August 15 
6:30-9:40p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 654 Supv Fid W rk-Counseling....................3
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wrk-Counseling I I ................. 3
Curriculum and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 650 Transitional Seminar............................ 2
(meets 5/22-8/24, To Be Arranged) 
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 815 Philos Chldrn/Philos M ind.................3
(meets 5/22-8/24, To Be Arranged)
Legal Studies (973) 655-4152
LSLW 599 Sel Top: Legl Stud Cyberlaw..............3
Pedagogy, Center of (973) 655-7635
EDCO 801 Democracy and Education..................3
(Dates, Meeting Days and Times To 
•  Be Arranged)
EDCO 803 Pedagogy: Art & Sci Tch &Lrn............ 3
(Dates, Meeting Days and Times To 
Be Arranged)
THREE WEEK POST-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day
M on-Thurs., August 7 -24
General time frames:
8:00-11:10 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
HLTH 585 Orgniztn/Adm Hlth Care Fac.............3
SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS
Academ ically G ifted and Talented Educators ' 
W orkshop (973) 655-4104
Academ ically G ifted/Talented Youth Camp (973) 
655-4104 (June 26-August 4, for qualified youth who 
will enter 5th-11th grades in September)
A rchaeology Field School (973) 655-5164/7990
(July 10-August 4)
A rt W orkshops (973) 655-7295 (for undergraduate 
and graduate credit)
Ceramics/Raku (June 26-July 20)
Development of Forms Based on Stoneware 
Vessels (May 22-June 15)
Continuing Education, Center for (973)655-4353 
Allied Health Courses
Administrative Medical Assistant 
Medical Biller/Coder 
Ophthalmic Assistant 
Pharmacy Technician 
Physical Therapy Aide 
Computer Application 
Certificate Programs 
Computer Graphics 
Database Management 
Desktop Publishing 
Electronic Spreadsheets 
Operating Systems 
PageMaker for Windows 
Specialized Computer Programs 
Web Seminars 
Word Processing 
Credit Certificate Programs 
Paralegal Studies
Translation and Interpretation in Spanish 
English as a Second Language 
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English Language) 
Program—English courses for non-native speakers 
at all levels of language proficiency—multiple skill
levels—conversation, listening, reading, writing—  
specialized courses available 
Intensive English Language Course—learn English in 
the shortest possible time— grammar, writing, 
reading, comprehension and vocabulary building; 
practice speaking and understanding American 
English
Law Enforcement, continuing professional education 
seminars
Personal Development and Life Planning—arts, hu­
manities, wellness, writing and communication skills 
Real Estate Institute 
Test Preparation
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) 
Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
Law School Admissions Test (LSAT)
Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT)
National Teacher's Examination (NTE)
Cooperative Education (973) 6554426
Educational Opportunity Fund (973) 655-4385
Environmental Education -  New Jersey School of 
Conservation (973) 9454646
(Field courses, in residence, Stokes State 
Forest, Sussex County)
Externship (by arrangement with departments)
Field Experience (by arrangement with departments)
Global Education Center (973) 6554185
International Summer Institutes
Guadalajara: Spanish Language and Latin 
American Culture, May 18-June 20 
London: Shakespeare at the Globe, July 27- 
August 9
Madrid: Advanced Spanish Language and 
Teaching Methodology, June 27-July 30 
Shanghai, May 28-June 19 
Siena: Italian Language and Cultural History,
July 17-August 17
International Study Tours co-sponsored with the 
Center for Continuing Education (973) 655-7566/4185 
Belize: Tropical Forests and Their People,
Music Lover's Journey Through Central Europe: 
Prague, Bratislava, Vienna and Budapest, first 
two weeks in July
Pacific Rim Temperate Rainforests: Their People 
and Ecology, June 27-July 7 
Tropical Marine Ecosystems: An Exploration 
Through Underwater Photography In the 
Caribbean, August 6-12
Graduate Research (by arrangement with departments)
Graduate S chool (973) 655-5147
Ed.D. in Pedagogy
Gymnastics— Teaching Gymnastics in  the Schools 
K-12 (973) 655-5253 (May 22-June 8)
Health Careers Program (973) 6554415
Hi Jum p (973) 6554104 (University courses for high 
achieving high school juniors and seniors)
Independent Study (by arrangement with departments)
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for 
Children (IAPC) (973) 6554277
Internship (by arrangement with departments)
Musk: Camp, Stokes State Forest (973) 6554443
(music, environmental studies and recreation for youth 
10-18 years of age; two week program, July 9-22)
New Jersey Marine Sciences Consortium  
(973) 6554397/4448 (field oriented courses)
New Jersey School of the Arts (973) 655-5179 or 
(609) 633-3941 (July 10-August 3, for talented students 
in grades 9-12 —acting, choreography, creative writing, 
fine arts computer imaging, modem dance, music 
videos, musical theatre, painting, playwriting, studio 
art, vocal music)
Practicum (by arrangement with departments)
Selected Topics (by arrangement with departments)
Supervised Business W ork Experience - 
undergraduate (973) 6554269/4254
TheatreFest, Professional Equity Theatre in 
residence at MSU, including Pushcart Players fo r kids 
(973) 655-5112
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Haunting Memories are Relived in Kindertransport
By Christine Cheplic
Staff Writer
Play: Kindertransport
Date/Time: Dec. 9, 10, 11 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 10 at 2 p.m.
Dec. 12 at 2 p.m.
Place: Memorial Auditorium
Montclair State University 
Price: $10 Standard
$7 MSU Faculty/ Staff/ Alumni/ 
Senior Citizens 
$5 Students
For Info: (973)655-5112
So far this year, the MSU Theater De­partment has offered us entertain­ment in the form of two comedies: 
The Bourgeois Gentleman and Noises Off. 
As the first half of the season concludes, we 
are presented with a serious change of pace. 
Kindertransport, the final piece of the mil­
lennium is a true exploration into 
drama. **
Kindertransport is the story 
of Evelyn, a German-Jew who 
was sent to England when she 
was a child during World War II.
Her English family of safety be­
comes her permanent kin and she 
adopts their identity as her own.
The play takes place in a juxtaposition be­
tween present time, when Evelyn’s daugh­
ter learns of her mother’s secret past, and 
flashbacks of what occurred during Evelyn’s 
youth. The script is a heartfelt exploration 
of self-identity, the power of the past and 
the very involved, but often forgotten in the­
. i*-«-
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Review- y
ater, theme of mother-daughter relation­
ships.
While the story takes place in a variety 
of time periods all of the action occurs on 
one stage with one set. Here is where all of 
the people behind the stage are to be ap­
plauded for their efforts. Lighting designer 
J.C. Kit Bassett divides the action between 
bright and dimmer lights in order to accen­
tuate the line between past and present. The 
different hues also help present the emo­
tional turmoil of the characters: the bright 
lights indicating the revelation of truth; the 
dim, orange lights portray the hazy recol­
lection of a nostalgic past; and the occa­
sional reds enforce the threat of a demon - 
an imaginary character which represents 
everything from Hitler to each character’s 
deepest selves. There are some moments, 
however, where action is lost do to poor 
lighting of a particular section at a certain 
time. But the distraction is slight at the most.
The set itself is quite extraordinary. The 
Designer, Heather Cahill, trans­
forms the studio theater into 
Evelyn’s attic. Attention is paid 
, to exquisite detail. The stage looks
like any attic with boxes, clutter, a 
small window, a single straggling 
light bulb, and even the illusion of 
a roof with bearings hanging 
across the top of the stage. The 
set is a piece of art and recognition must be 
given to all who contributed to building 
Cahill’s creation. _
The overall vision of the show belongs 
to the director, Brian Cichocki. Cichocki 
was able to stage his actors to engage in 
natural movement despite the obvious lack
of space. At a 
number of 
times, charac­
ters and action 
from two differ­
ent times and 
scenes must co­
exist on stage.
Despite a 
couple of shaky 
exits, the block- 
ing was any­
thing but awk­
ward. Cichocki 
also managed to 
give presence to 
his actors so 
that, despite its 
impressiveness, 
they are not 
overshadowed by the set they inhabit. One 
last point about Cichocki’s direction, is that 
he was able to pull out fabulous perfor­
mances from every one of his actors. While 
this is no easy feat for any director, and here 
at Montclair we have seen many “profes­
sionals” fail to do so (note to theater-goers: 
sometimes the fault of a bad performance 
lies in the director, not the actor) but the fact 
that Cichocki was able to provide such in­
sightful presentations of female issues is 
highly commendable.
Of course, the actors deserve just credit 
for their performances. Jennifer Colasanti 
plays the young Evelyn. She depicts a fine 
portrait of innocence and, as she gets older, 
develops a good foundation of the 
character’s identity confusion. Colasanti is 
able to portray this child without overindul-
STEVE HOCKSTEIN/ HARVARD STUDIO
(l. to r.)  Am y LaPosa, Jennifer Colosanti, and  Megan M ucklemann 
rehearse a scene from  the moving Kindertransport.
gence and able to show her inner turmoil 
with restraint.
Amy LaPosa plays Lil, Evelyn’s English 
mother. LaPosa’s movements and facial 
expressions are the strengths of her perfor­
mance. She presents herself as mother/ 
grandmother without needing to say a word. 
James Palmer plays a variety of male roles, 
all with enthusiasm, but few are convinc­
ing. He lacks a much needed change of at­
titude to distinguish these minor characters 
from each other. Evelyn’s daughter, Faith, 
is played by Jessica L. Richardson. 
Richardson makes her character relatable. 
Her catalyst is a search of life, truth and iden­
tity that are clearly displayed. While her 
dialogue is mostly confrontational, she is
SEE THEATRE O N  P. 18
B-Side Theory Performs Grade-A Music
By Anna Lawrence
Assistant Arts Editor
In what only seems like the distant past, rap, rock and heavy metal all played in their own separate corners of the musi­
cal world. “Gangsta” rappers were at war,' 
grunge rockers were whining, and heavy 
metal hair was shrinking. No one thought 
to cross the dividing lines between genres. 
Enter bands like Beastie Boys, and Rage 
Against the Machine, who mixed rock and 
rap and sold it to millions. Since then, there 
have been countless 
bands who have drawn _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
from the rap, rock and 
heavy metal pools, and 
have blended the three 
genres in unique combi­
nations - bands like 311,
Kid Rock, Limp Bizkit, 
the Offspring, Korn and 
Orange 9mm.
One band on the lo­
cal scene is taking the 
initiative and mixing 
their free-styling skills
with their power chords --------------------
as well. B-Side Theory 
isn’t just local to the Montclair area, they 
are local to MSU. Lead singer Gerald Vitale 
is a DJ on WMSC-FM, the college’s radio 
station. The drummer, Nick Dasaro, is an 
MSU student as well. Derrick Liebisch on 
guitar and Gavin Gunnigle on bass guitar 
round out the group.
B-Side Theory claim bands like Wu- 
Tang Clan, Naughty By Nature, and Beastie 
Boys, as well as 311, Red Hot Chili Pep­
pers, Rage Against the Machine, Pantera and 
Downset as their musical influences. Quite 
a' variety of rap, hip-hop and hard core in­
“A good measure of 
your success can be 
found in the places 
you’ve played... 
Having the Birch 
Hill on your resume 
is a big, big plus.
fluences the group, and it shows.
“See What I See” is a prime example of 
this mix of rock and rap, reminiscent of a 
Limp Bizkit tune. Gunnigle plays a good 
slap bass, and Dasaro’s drums drive the song 
along. Vitale’s lyrics are well spoken. The 
only gripe one may find with the song is 
that the guitar part, played by Kliebisch, 
seems to be too soft. In fact, as Vitale 
screams his rhymes out, the listener can 
barely hear anything besides the words and 
the drums.
“Flava,” more of a rap heavy song (very 
reminiscent of “Freak on a Leash” by Korn, 
as far as verse and cho­
rus structure goes) pays 
a little homage to the 
original “white boy rap­
per,” Vanilla Ice, when 
Vitale raps, “If there’s a 
problem you know I’d 
solve it. Just check out 
the hook while my DJ re­
volves it.” The following 
instrumental is accompa­
nied by a comedic poke 
at the very heart of this 
marriage of rap and hard 
rock. “We don’t have a 
hook. We don’t even 
have a DJ.” It’s almost barely audible, but 
if you pick up on it, it’s actually pretty hi­
larious.
A refreshing change of pace from their 
heavy set list of songs is the grooving 
“Reach for the Sky.” Chimes are played as 
if by the wind as the song opens to a mel­
low, moderate rock beat, finger picking on 
the guitar and female back up singers. Vitale 
begins with, “This song goes out to all the 
dreamers, and anyone who’s had something 
to live for.” The song definitely has a 
dreamy, yet hard rock feel to it, and is pleas­
Album
Review,
ing to the ears as well 
as the mind as Vitale 
raps about love and 
his past, and about the 
future as well. The 
song is beautiful and 
delightful, even 
though both are adjectives one would prob­
ably never use in reference to a hip hop rock 
song. One of the few messages that is con­
veyed through this one song is the very im­
portant idea that you are the one in control 
of your own life, and the goals you set for 
yourself can be reached as long as you set 
your mind to it.
B-Side Theory has been playing in the 
local scene since 1998. Venues include the 
Birch Hill Night Club, the Saint and Obses­
sions, as well as the campus of Montclair 
University. They have an upcoming show, 
returning to the Birch Hill Night Club with 
the bands Lefty and Beyond Human Per­
ception. Anyone plugged into the music 
industry can tell you that a good measure of 
your success can be found in the places 
you’ve played. While some people may 
have never heard of the Saint or Obsessions, 
Birch Hill Night Club is a popular venue 
known throughout New Jersey, where lo­
cal and well known bands play. Having the 
Birch Hill on your bands resume is a big, 
big plus. B-Side Theory is definitely an up 
and coming band to check out. They are a 
band full of aggression and energy, taken 
from the combined forces of the hypnotic 
beats and rhythms of rap and the driving 
bassy guitars of hard rock. They are also a 
serious band to be reckoned with - their page 
at MP3.com is a testimony to that. B-Side 
Theory has found the balance between rap 
and rock and has the talent, intelligence and 
drive to take their beats all the way to the 
top.
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'Top 'Ten of the 'Vdeek
1. Bad Religion
A ll Ages
2. Might Mighty Bosstones
Ska Core, the D e v il...
3 . Ednas Goldfish
Elements o f  Transition
4. Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
This Beautiful Life
5. Various
Three to Tango Soundtrack
6. Aquabats
The Floating Eye o f  Death
7. Crecent City Maulers
Screamin’
8. The Pietasters 
Awesome M ix Tape #8
9. ers
eep Turning
10. The Skoidats
A Cure fo r W hat Ales You
T ro y  iTa\Juk 
'Vdebnesbay / -  / 'TIM.
T H E  I M A X  E X P E R I E N C E
o (eMrSoundlrcxli Available On
O N  1 • 1 -2000, THE EXPERIENCE BEGINS...
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT JANUARY 1- APRIL 30
IMAX THEATRE 
PALISADES CENTER
j Take Exll 12 on the 
-  N .Y .S .  Thruway to the 
Palisades Center, West Nyack 
Group sales: ( 9 1 4 ) 3 5 3 - 5 5 5 5  
Showtimes & Tickets:
( 9 1 4 ) 3  5 8- IM AX
SONY
IMAX THEATRE
Broadway & 68th Street, N Y C  
Group sales: ( 2 1 2 ) 3 3 6 - 5 0 2 5  
Showtimes:
( 2 1 2 ) 3 3 6 - 5 0 0 0  
Advance Tickets:
( 2 1 2 ) 5 0 - L O E W S  #638
REGAL
IMAX THEATRE
1-95 Exit 16,  New Rochelle 
Showtimes & Info: 
( 9 1 4 ) 5 7 6 - 5 7 5 7  
Groups,  parties, events: 
( 9 1 4 ) 6 3 2 - 2 2 2 3
w w w .fantasia2000.com part of go network 
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O’Brien Tackles the Emotions o f Relationships in Tomcat in Love
Uy Elizabeth A. Hutchinson
Assistant Opinion Editor
T im O’Brien is notorious for his emo­tional memoirs about the Vietnam War. In his newest novel, Tomcat in 
love, O’Brien delves into the depths of his 
most humorous character to date, Thomas 
H. Chippering.
A slightly-over middle age, neurotic, ob­
sessive-compulsive divorcee, Chippering’s 
new mission in life is to seek revenge and 
ruin the marriage between his ex-wife Loma 
Sue and her new husband, dubbed the “ty­
coon.” Chippering’s obsession of Loma Sue 
becomes the main cause of his neurosis.
His quest to seek revenge becomes an 
ongoing adventure into the mind of
Chippering. As a professor of Linguistics 
at a prestigious university, Chippering likes 
to talk rather than listen. His eclectic use of 
the English language lands him in many 
compromising situations, especially with the 
co-eds he teaches at the university.
Just when you think Chippering is inca­
pable of finding love again, and relinquish­
ing his obsession over Lorna Sue, he finds 
himself with Mrs. Robert Kooshof. Refus­
ing to call her by her name, Chippering and 
Koosheff begin an unorthodox relationship. 
The two are only matched in the sense that 
they are both mentally unstable. The two 
soon put their heads together to seek the 
ultimate revenge against Lorna Sue and the 
“tycoon.”
Soon this obsession over Lorna Sue 
turns into an obsession to seek revenge.
Using such methods as suggesting incest, 
and secret affairs encourage a rift in Loma 
Sue’s and the “ tycoon” m arriage. 
Chippering is sneaky, and uses all of his cre­
ative powers to ruin the marriage.
Chippering’s obsession also causes huge 
mental collapse. Chippering’s final break­
down of mental instability leads to a hilari­
ous twist of events in front of a national
SEE TOMCAT O N  P. 18
T Department of Theatre and Dance Series 1999-2000
KINDERTRANSPORT
By Diane Samuels
Congratulations
To our Fall Intramural and Special Event
Winners!!!
Flag Football
Bayonne's Finest
Tennis
James R. Whitney
Citra Scavenger Hunt
The Swingers-Mike Finnerty, 
Jill Manganello and Liz Hutchinson
Men's Volleyball
Azure Knights
CoRec Volleyball
"Set Thisl"
Wiffleball
Belleville Bucs
' j
I MONTCLAIR STATT
I UNIVERSITY
School of (he Arts
Department o l Theatre and Dance
Upper Móntela». Ne» terse» 07043
Box Office: 973.655.5U2
COURTESY OF BROADWAY BOOKS
Tim O ’Brien lightens up his style with his new book Tomcat in Love.
December 10 at 1PM and December 12 at 2PM
Studio Theatre
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What's Up,
O ut and  about in the local arts scene
Thursday, Decem ber 9
Henry Rollins, Westbeth Theater, New 
York, NY. (212)741-0391 
Isaac Hayes, Cissy Houston, Bottom 
Line, New York, NY. (212)228-6300
Friday, Decem ber 10
The Band Next Door, September’s, East 
Hanover, NJ. (973)884-2515 
Blunt Force, Mind Face, The Elbow 
Room, New York, NY. (212)974-8434
Saturday, Decem ber 11
Strawberry Fields, Continental, New
York, NY. (212)529-6924
B-Side Theory, Lefty, Birch Hill Nightclub,
Old Bridge, NJ. (732)536-0650
The Band Next Door, CC Mugs, Union,
NJ. (908)688-6644
Liquid Carousel, Marty's, Port Chester, 
NY. (914)939-9545
Sunday, Decem ber 12
Jimmie’s Chicken Shack, Birch Hill 
Nightclub, Old Bridge, NJ. (732)536-0650 
Crawford Concert featuring MSU 
Orchestra, Memorial Auditorium, Montclair 
State University, Upper Montclair, NJ.
3 P.M. (973) 655-5112
M onday, Decem ber \  A
The Band Behind the Moon, Kenny’s 
Castaways, New York, NY. (212)979-9762
Tuesday, Decem ber 14
A Medieval Christmas, Collegium 
Musicum, SC Ballrooms, Montclair State 
University. 12 noon.
Stereolab, Irving Plaza, New York, NY. 
(212)777-1224
Wednesday, Decem ber 15
Joey Ramone, Life, New York, NY. 
(212)420-1999
COovie Releases
Friday, Decem ber 3
Anna and the King, Dir: Andy Tennant. 
Jodie Foster, Chow Yun-Fat, Bai Ling, 
Deanna Yusoff, Melissa Campbell 
Bicentennial Man, Dir: Chris Columbus. 
Robin Williams, Sam Neil, Embeth 
Davidtz, Wendy Crewson, Oliver Platt.
theatre performances
A Christmas Carol, opening Friday,
Dec. 10, running Fridays and Saturdays at 
8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. until Dec.
19. Perfromed by the East Brunswick 
Community Players, Playhouse 22, 210 
Dunhams Corner Rd. East Brunswick, NJ. 
(732)254-3939
Kindertransport, opening today, 
Thursday, Dec. 9 at 8p.m. Also showing 
Friday Dec. 10 at 1p.m. and 8p.m., 
Saturday Dec. 11 at 8 p.m., and Sunday 
Dec 12 at 2 p.m., Memorial Auditorium, 
Montclair State University, Upper 
Montclair, NJ (973) 655-5112
Theatre
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Continued from p. 16
able to vary intensity so as not to repeat her 
own performance.
The show rests on the shoulders of
+ *
Megan Muckelmann, who plays Evelyn. 
Muckelmann carries everything with grace 
as she fights with her mother, her daughter 
and herself. She is able to establish her 
character’s emotional state without overin­
dulgence. She shares the stage well. The 
viewer’s ability to be taken by this charac­
ter - to sympathize for her, disagree with 
her or even dislike her, is dependent on 
Muckelmann’s performance. And guaran­
teed, throughout the show each viewer will 
run a gambit of emotions for Evelyn due to 
the performance. As an actor she makes a 
strong connection with the audience. The 
role is challenging and she delivers remark­
ably.
A winning performance is also given by 
Kathleen Renn who portrays Evelyn’s natu­
ral mother. Renn is struck with the task of 
personifying the anguish of the Holocaust. 
She is a walking tragedy wrapped in 
strength. This is revealed by Renn the ac­
tor, not the written character. I don’t think 
an actor could provide anything more.
One major drawback of the show lies in 
the use of sound. While the opening mon­
tage of children laughing, trains running and 
Hitler chanting are effective in developing 
a wave of emotion, further sound was un­
even and at times obtrusive to the action.
Kindertransport is a testimony of the 
talent in our theater department. Not only 
are the actors all students, but Cichocki, 
Cahill and Basset are also students. As well 
are Crystal Marano, the sound designer; 
Grace E. O’Brien, the stage manager; and 
Cheryl Rubin, the assistant stage manager.
This show is a must see. So go see it. 
It’s a remarkable performance by your fel­
low students and a fine demonstration of 
theater.
Tomcat
Continued from p. 17
audience.
The plot thickens when Chippering re­
turns to his hometown for the Fourth of July. 
While there, he is confronted with Lorna 
Sue, her overprotective brother, Mrs. Rob­
ert Kooshof and the “tycoon.” This con­
frontation of all elements in Chippering’s 
quirky life combine for an unexpected end­
ing.
O’Brien creates Chippering with an in­
credible handle on the English language. 
Chippering also has many asides, and built- 
in footnotes, designed to pull the reader into 
the rapid juxtaposition called his brain. Each 
aside or footnote is a commentary on a word 
or phrase that has a significant meaning in 
Chippering’s life.
Tomcat in Love is a lighter read com­
pared to his heavier earlier works, The Lake 
in the Woods and The Things They Carried. 
His characters are unorthodox and mentally 
unstable. This quirkiness adds to the witty, 
satirical humor of the novel. Each charac­
ter has their own neurosis; ranging from an 
obsessive compulsive, a pyromaniac and 
even a womanizer.
This novel is not something for the seri­
ous or close-minded. It allows the reader to 
experience every aspect of Chippering’s 
mental decay and sub-conscience hesitancy 
toward reality. Tomcat in Love is a com­
mentary on modern day relationships, and 
their complexity. O’Brien introduces char­
acters that all intertwine to create an absurd, 
but not far from real look into love, revenge 
and life.
W E D N E S D A Y S
* THURSDAYS *
L D W M
& t200 Im port Pints
THURSDAY, DEC. 9 11 PM START
G u z m a n 9s  L u n g  • 
4 0  B e l o w  S u m m e r
• FRIDAYS •
J^cgcgM/7 LBws
11:30 p.m. Sharp • s2°° Import Pints till midnight
FRIDAY, DEC. 10 11 PM START
Lawn Darts
• SATURDAYS•
c l i f e  [Fi p s s
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix 
& s200 Im port P ints
O P E N  W E D N E S D A Y  - S A T U R D A Y  T I L L  3 AM
... Pt) i • ‘ {
Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go 
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first 
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.
373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 973- 365-0807
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in us for winter session 
at Union County College
Eim full crolli 
in only 3 weeks!
lasses held from December 28,1999 - January 13, 2000
Course Number Course Tille Credits Day Time
BIO 122200 Bio of Man & Envir 30 MTWR* 9:00 AM-1:00PM
BIO 290200 Independent Study 1.03.0 TBA TBA
BUS 101200 1 ntro to Contemp Bus 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
BUS 101277 100*0 to Contemporary Bus. 9.0 TELECOURSE
BUS 105200 Orgniz & Mgmnt 9.0 MTWR* 8:90-12:90PM
BUS 109277 Orgniz & Mgmnt 3.0 TELECOURSE
BUS 208277 Principles of Marketing 9.0 TELECOURSE
COM 101200 Mass Communications . 90 MTWR* TBA
ECO 201200 Prin of Economics 1 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
ECO 202200 Prin of Economics II ** 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
ENG 101200 English Composition 1 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
ENG 102200 English Composition 11 90 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
ENG 129200 Public Speaking 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
HA 109200 Music Appreciation 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
GEY 121200 Physical Geology 9.0 MTWR* 9:00 AM-1:00PM
HIS 101200 Intro to Western Civ 1 9.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 12:90PM
MAT 117200 An Intro to Math Ideas 90 TBA TBA
MAT 119200 Algebra W 9-0 TBA TBA
PEB 101200 Concepts Adult Fitness 2.0 MTWR* 8:90AM 11:00AM
PED 109200 Beginning Golf 1.0 mtwr**4&1 11:49AM 1:49PM
PED 107200 Decisions for Wellness-Lec 9.0 TBA 3§)P*  TBA
PED 290200 Ind Study/Fitness & Wellness 1.0 TBA TBA
PNU 118200 LPN-Intravenous Cert. 90 MTWR* 8:00 AM-1:00PM
PNU 101200 NCLEX-PN Review 1.0 MTWR* 8:00AM 11:00AM
PNU 118201 LPN-Intravenous Cert 9.0 MTWR* 8:00 AM-1:00PM
PNU 118202 LPN-Intravenous Cert. 90 MTWR* 8:00 AM-1:00PM
PNUL 118200 LPN-Intravenous Cert. Lab 0.0 MTWR* 8:00 AM-1:00PM
PNUL 118201 LPN-Intravenous Cert. Lab 0.0 MTWR* 8:00AM 1:00PM
PNUL 118202 LPN-Intravenous Cert. Lab 0.0 MTWR* 8:00 AM-1:00PM
PSY 101200 General Psychology 9.0 MTWR* &  8:90AM 12:90PM
SOC 101200 Principles of Sociology 9.0 MTWR* M P  8:30AM 12:90PM
t o n  M O R E  I N F O R M A T IO N  C A LL ( 9 0 8 )  7 0 9 - 7 5 1 8
Ail classes are located on the Cranford Campus 
No classes on December 31,1999 
* Class also meets Friday, January 7,2000
Union
County
College
Cranford •Elizabeth 
Plainfield • Scotch Plains
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The Voice of
M ontclair State
D o you think that Hofistra 
University s newspaper should 
have printed the controversial 
27-page ad questioning the 
Holocaust?
“I think it is absurd. No university or anyone should 
be able to publish such nonsense. True pain was felt 
by the people of the Holocaust. How dare we, as a 
society, question human emotion, it is a disgrace.”
Ryan Smith, Freshman, English
“If the author supported what he said, then it should 
have been printed. If it was just one person’s opinion, 
then it shouldn’t have been printed.”
Kori Jorgensen, Senior, English
“It is ridiculous saying it didn’t exist. The whole 
advertisement can’t be used [because the Holocaust did 
happen]. However, they do have the right to publish 
it.”
Karl D. Benefield, Junior, Psychology
“I think the paper had a right to print the ad. Al­
though, they should have followed up on it.”
Nidara Rourk, Junior, English
Have a happy and safe holiday 
season. See you in January!
Let your voice be heard!
Can 655-7616 or e-mail
M S U o p l n i o n s @ h o t m a l l . c o m
to respond.
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Finally, the Bus Schedule is Out- 
But Will It Work?
The students waited and waited and waited for it, and finally, the university delivered.
Last Tuesday, the long-anticipated MSU campus shuttle schedule was released, and it is about time. Nearly 
100 days after the new parking plan was put into effect by the university, they have just now answered the 
students’ need for a list of times that they can count on to catch a bus at MSU’s various bus stops - including Lot 
28. v 1
But can they count on the new schedule?
To put it to the test, The Montclarion sent a reporter to the Lot 28 bus stop Wednesday night to test the 
reliability of the times listed in the shuttle schedule. The results were mixed:
Between 5 p.m. and 6: 30 p.m., Monday through Friday, the shuttle riding on the Quarry / Clove Road Route 
is scheduled to arrive at the Lot 28 bus-stop four times, with a 20-minute wait between each arrival. Out of the 
four-scheduled stops in this time period yesterday, the shuttle ran an average of 4.75 minutes late for each of its 
stops. Not too bad, considering the amount of traffic usually found on campus at this time, but definitely not 
perfect. While being perfect may sound like a ridiculous demand, you can be sure that students waiting in the 
cold at MSU’s bus stops are going to demand perfection as they freeze in the’winter cold.
The Quarry/Clove Road shuttle was exactly on time for one scheduled arrival, and nine minutes late for 
another in the test period. Hopefully, the bus drivers and the university will do everything in their power to 
make sure that the shuttles stay as close t<J*on time as possible, especially now that there is a printed schedule 
available. One of the major needs for a printed schedule was to give the students a feeling of reassurance, and 
security, so that when they do park in Lot 28 at 2 a.m., they can take out their schedule and know that a bus will 
be there in 10 minutes. If that bus does not arrive, that reassurance will be shattered, nullifying the purpose of 
the schedule in the first place.
The real test of the schedule will be its accuracy during the late night hours, where the safety of the students 
is of the highest concern.
Built into the new schedule are breaks for the bus drivers. Understandably, the drivers need breaks to eat and 
rest, especially during late night hours. However, these breaks do raise some questions. One of these scheduled 
breaks takes place between 2:30 a.m. and 3:20 a.m. (if you are waiting at the Lot 28 bus stop), and there appears 
to be no second bus or back-up driver that covers this shift while the regular driver is on break.
What about the 18-year old female student that arrives with her car at Lot 28 at 2:35 a.m. one early January 
night when the temperature is 18 degrees outside? Which university official is going to tell her that she has to 
wait there for 45 minutes until 3:20, when the next bus (which is running 4.75 minutes late on average) is 
scheduled to arrive?
Hopefully, students in that situation will be able to call for a police escort, or have some option other than 
walking back in the cold.
In addition, it is our hope that these new schedules will be made as visible as possible, being posted at all bus 
stops, and distributed at all university stores and offices. It is important that the word gets out, especially since 
there are still students out there who are not totally clear on the new parking arrangement that was put into effect 
three and a half months ago.
Even though it was long overdue, this new schedule is a step in the right direction. In the future, students 
should not have to beg and plead for something that will make their lives a little more convenient. It should be 
the university’s top priority. With a little tolerance on the student’s part, and some reliability and care on the 
university’s part just maybe this whole parking nightmare can be made a little bit better, until a more permanent 
solution is found.
The Montclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will 
not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property o f  The Montclarion and may be edited for 
length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security 
number and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • 
Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to 
MSUopinions@ hotmaiI.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: O pinion Page Editor, M ontclair State 
University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
»
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Fall 1999: Another Study In Student Dedication 
and Administrative Negligence
Justin
VELLUCCI
E d ito r-In -C h ie f
“We need to find 
a short-term 
solution to 
parking until the 
magic state 
funding fairy 
comes along... 
and gives us... a 
big box where we 
can put our cars.
-------------------% %
There are headlines in The Montclarion that could appear on the front page of any year, formulas for news that seem as 
embossed into the surface of this university as 
our motto driving students to “seize the day.” 
Real degrees of change often come in incredibly 
small packages at MSU and, let’s face it, any se­
mester that begins with debate on the never-end­
ing parking problem is bound to be just another 
case study in more of the same. The thing that I 
find most intriguing about this semester, how­
ever, and possibly the very trait that makes it 
somewhat unique, is the inverse relationship be­
tween the drive of dedicated student organiza­
tions and the lengths to which some administra­
tors have gone to show us how careless and out 
of-touch they really are.
Fall 1999 saw a massive amount of accom­
plishment on the part of student organizations and 
the SGA. Homecoming was a massive success, 
due in no small part to the endless energy and 
inventiveness of Players President Brett Klein, 
who took on the project of giving this school a 
homecoming weekend of which it could be proud. 
LASO and OSAU continued where they left off 
last year, as co-winners of the SGA’s Class One 
of the Year award, and turned out well-planned 
and well-attended events. Festival ’99 was a text­
book example of campus programming that 
would work at a university that stuck around af­
ter Thursday night, an admirable attempt on the 
part of the SGA to give students a reason to leave 
their residence halls for something other than 
Steak-and-Shrimp Night at Blanton or Freeman 
Café. CLUB’s Winter Ball saw sales that it hadn’t 
seen in years and, even though the debate as to 
whether the SGA legislature should have tossed 
them extra money has raised a number of issues 
about how the SGA distributes its funds, the event 
has seemed to draw nothing but positive re­
sponses.
WMSC 90.3 FM saw a resurgence in mem­
bership and listenership, bouncing back from 
being shutdown by the FCC in the spring. They
continue to be a strong force in student organiza­
tions while still battling with university officials 
who are more content to announce the acquisi­
tion of new broadcasting and production equip­
ment than to actually purchase it. Class One Con­
certs, who, no matter how hard they try, will be 
remembered this year for the event that wasn’t 
(that event being the Goo Goo Doll’s performance 
in Yogi Berra Stadium),continue to seek out-pro­
gramming, showing dedication when most indi­
viduals would have thrown in the towel.
4 Walls, seemingly on the verge of extinction 
after the SGA did to their budget what the Head­
less Horseman did to a small upstate New York 
town in Tim Burton’s “Sleepy Hollow,” found 
strength in a new staff and is approaching publi­
cation. Gallery 3 1/2 continues to put on show 
after show of student art exhibitions, Co-Direc­
tor April Hill no longer paying out of her own 
pocket for exhibition openings after a token ap­
propriation from the SGA.
The list runs on an on. It’s almost an injus­
tice to not give space to them all. But, again, all 
of this activity and growth on the part of students 
is sharply contrasted with an almost shocking 
amount of administrative negligence.
As much as I would try to tip-toe around the 
issue, trying to come up with a laundry list of 
times that the administration has “dropped the 
ball,” so to speak, I think that it is abundantly 
clear that issue number one when it comes to the 
administration’s distance from student and cam­
pus life is the ever-popular parking problem. Or, 
maybe more accurately, it’s not the parking prob­
lem but how certain individuals have dealt with 
the parking problem.
Now, we’ve all heard the speech so many  
times that if I have to hear it once more my ears 
are going to start to bleed: We need to find a short­
term solution to parking until the magic state 
funding fairy comes along after we place our 
tooth under a pillow and gives us enough money 
to bring in the bulldozers to construct a big box 
where we can put our cars.
The solution? Over the summer, when hardly 
anyone is looking, we’ll decide that every stu­
dent who calls the campus their home has to park 
in the next town over, deal with buses that run 
without schedules and walk through parking lots 
only sparsely laced with proper lighting and se­
curity contractors.
On Tuesday, after 24-hour shuttle service had 
been in effect for nearly 100 days, a bus sched­
ule was released to all residents. The letter en­
closed with the schedules uses words such as 
“hope” and “tolerance” to describe improvements 
deemed “works in progress.” While it’s admi­
rable that the university has released bus sched­
ules for the first time in its 91-year history, it's a 
case of too little, too late.
Did we ever think of working out the angles 
of these “works in progress” before throwing 
them upon students like some papal edict?
1 have a proposition for the Holy Trinity of 
Lot 28 - VPs Pennington and Hewitt and Kiki 
Williams, Director of the Physical Plant - as well 
as Ned Gross, Jr., who has no vote on the Board 
of Trustees as Student Alternate but who has 
nonetheless taken on the massive responsibility 
of communicating much of the administrative 
negligence to the student body. If the lot is so 
great, and the buses run so smoothly, why don't 
administrators park there?
Surely they wouldn’t mind utilizing the won­
derful facilities, finding the spots that are already 
wearing away (despite the fact that they were re­
paved only a few months past), sitting in the cold 
of December waiting for a bus that, for all you 
know, won’t stick to the schedule and may not 
be arriving for another 20 or 30 minutes. Sounds 
like  a great idea.
And when your car gets towed or ticketed or 
both, or you’re upset because you had to ampu­
tate two fingers after frost-bite took them on a 
walk from lot 28 to College Hall, 1 can laugh at 
you and call you childish, tell you how you just
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Responsibility Needs to be Used by Those 
Exercising First Am endm ent Freedoms
The principled rejection of Holocaust- 
denial propaganda is consistent with all rec­
ognized standards of academic freedom and 
interpretations of the First Amendment. The 
insert which ran in the student paper of 
Hofstra University has been refused by repu­
table universities all over the country be­
cause it is a presentation of lies propounded 
by one of the world’s leading Holocaust 
deniers and propagators of hate speech.
Especially with the recent court hearings 
concerning the constitutionality of the New 
York laws, which effectively prevented the 
KKK from marching in New York City, 
questions regarding the fundamental pur­
pose and the actual provisions of the famed 
First Amendment have been raised. Under 
federal law, the students of Hofstra are per­
mitted to print Holocaust revisionist propa­
ganda.
Ironically, blatantly ignored by those 
who would print anything in the name of 
Freedom of the Press, are the First Amend­
ment and the clear implication of the respon­
sibility its provisions place on a free soci­
ety. Responsibility for one’s actions and 
words is what New York law emphasized 
during the aforementioned court hearings. 
The demand that the members of the KKK 
show their faces and take responsibility for 
their actions prevented the group from or­
ganizing a successful demonstration. Re­
sponsibility must be the pivotal issue in all 
freedom of speech debates. Americans have 
been given the freedom of expression. This 
places a heavy burden of responsibility on 
the shoulders of those who exercise this free­
dom. By printing Holocaust revisionist pro­
paganda, Hofstra has provided a forum for 
the propagation o f hate 
speech. It has supported the 
hate movement and its efforts 
by bringing its racist agenda 
to a wide audience under the 
pretense of intellectual free­
dom. Hofstra has been duped 
into acting as a distributor of 
racist propaganda.
What has not been re­
ported is the content of the 
“advertisement insert,” per­
haps because the assertions 
made are so incredibly ludi­
crous and hateful. Produced under the di­
rection of Bradley Smith, a leading Holo­
caust denier, The Revisionist, as the publi­
cation is called, attacks Holocaust Studies 
as an Anti-German “appointment with hate” 
based on false testimony, doctored photos, 
forged documents, and induced confessions. 
Smith attacks Elie Wiesel, a well-respected 
activist and Holocaust survivor, as a serial
liar and proponent of hatred. Smith asserts 
that the Nazis did not gas a single Jew.
The insert argues against the existence 
of the Holocaust, but more significantly, its 
purpose is to generate campus controversy 
in the hopes of inducing respectable off- 
campus publications to reprint the supple­
ment and thus bring it to a wider audience.
Also, the publication attempts 
to lead people to Sm ith’s 
website, which presents Holo­
caust denial and anti-Jew pro­
paganda, mixed with relatively 
unobjectionable material. The 
site contains links to all the ma­
jor hubs of the hate movement, 
and is nothing more than a lure 
to convert curious, ‘intellectu­
ally minded’ individuals into 
followers of the hate move­
ment.
Syracuse University, 
SUNY Albany, and Columbia University all 
have standing policies regarding the print­
ing of hate speech and Hate propaganda. I 
sincerely hope that The Montclarion con­
siders implementing similar policies. For 
certain, MSU would be in good company. 
Florence Roggemann 
4th year, Undeclared
“This school is 
showing more 
evidence o f  not caring 
for the students every 
week.
-------------*9-
Students Deserve 
Better Treatment 
fo r O ur M oney
I am appalled after hearing what hap­
pened to Francesco M usillo. They 
shouldn’t have treated him that way. 
Why is there a limit to how long a com­
muter is allowed to stay on campus? 
They shouldn’t have demoted his char­
acter like that. That is highly unprofes­
sional. This school is showing more evi­
dence of not caring for the students ev­
ery week. We should not be treated this 
way. We are paying for an education.
Erin Massett 
Sophomore, Biology
“The insert... has 
been refused by 
reputable 
universities... 
because it is a 
presentation of
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Jerome
D’ANGELO
( alum nisi
“I reminded 
myself to 
prompdy slit my 
throat the next 
time [I went] 
shopping on the 
day after 
Thanksgiving.
------ T*-
There I stood in the Garden State Plaza, amidst the hoards of shoppers and teeni- -boppers, holding my several bags full of 
Christmas presents, and contemplating the scene 
of “Black Friday.”
Two Korean kids, a boy and a girl, looking 
like they’d just gotten out of a rave, peered in­
tently into a small display window on a cart in 
the middle of the aisle that held neon-colored 
beepers, the girl trying to persuade him to buy 
one for her.
Right outside JC Penny, a little kid ran after 
his mother, apparently of the belief that he was a 
Pikachu, and about to zap her.
A couple pushing a baby carriage over by the 
Disney store was arguing rather loudly about how 
they always fought whenever they went shop­
ping.
A woman trying to act 20, and looking damn 
close to 40,tried to sell me women’s perfume by 
spraying it on me as she spoke.
A septet of preppy-looking white kids walked 
out of Ambercrombie and Fitch, remarking that 
they couldn’t wait to see the next episode of 
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer.”
Two wannabe hard-rocks gave me some dirty 
looks in Against All Odds, but I didn’t respond.
Ah, the sounds of the Christmas season. I re­
minded myself to promptly slit my throat the next 
time I was stupid enough to entertain notions of
going shopping on the day after Thanksgiving.
I admit that I’m a huge cynic, but does any­
one else understand my disgust? Isn’t Christmas 
supposed to be the season of giving, the season 
of good will toward men? I don’t seem to recall 
it being about the mass purchasing of the latest 
trends, or about how high a store could price a 
K-Mart worthy scarf. When did the simple con­
cept of giving become a media-juiced, pop cul­
ture feeding frenzy? Since when did it become 
tradition to jack up prices on children’s toys and 
coerce parents into the idea that if they didn’t 
buy them for their kids, the holiday would be in­
complete?
At the risk of sounding like Lianas, allow me 
to remind you what this season is supposed to be 
about.
Christmas is a time to appreciate life. 
Whether you’re Jewish, Catholic, Protestant, or 
atheist, it is the time when we put aside our petty 
differences and, even if for just that one day, learn 
to be happy again. It is the season where we con­
centrate on the spirit of giving, not getting all 
that we can from relatives we wouldn’t other­
wise talk to. At Christmas, we remember all the 
wonderful things that our lives are composed of: 
our families, our friends, our world, and our­
selves.
Don’t you remember when you were younger, 
and the holidays meant snowball fights, apple pie,
decorating the tree? It was so much simpler then, 
when all that mattered was that everyone was 
happy.
Now, I look around at parents who go crazy 
spending money on gifts that won’t cost half as 
much in a few weeks. I see nothing but Macy’s 
advertisements for holiday sales. Sidewalk 
Santas in Manhattan that clearly belong in rehab. 
There are shopping malls filled with superficial 
people who won’t be satisfied unless they spent 
exactly the same amount of money on everyone, 
because God forbid they should consider the sen­
timental value of the gift at all.
For those of you who fit this description, use 
Christmas as an opportunity to realize the won­
der and beauty of life. Take advantage of the 
sights and sounds: the snow falling gently across 
the rooftops, the lights and decorations in every 
window, the way the joy of the whole season 
seems to make people smile a little bit more. At 
the very least, use the holiday season as an ex­
cuse to eat, drink, and be merry, not to get things.
This is the season of perpetual hope. Cel­
ebrate it as it is meant to be celebrated.
Merry Christmas.
Jerome D’Angelo is a Freshman, Political Sci­
ence major, and is in his first year as a colum­
nist for  The Montclarion.
Sim ple Suggestions T hat C ould Help 
Raise O n-Cam pus S tudent M orale
MSU’s Same Old Problems Just 
Don ’tSeem to Go Away
FALL ‘99
C O N TIN U ED  FROM P. 21
don’t realize how wonderful this plan could 
really be. It’s a shame that a few adminis­
trators, those in the most direct contact with 
students and the ambiguously-defined “stu­
dent life,” are the ones who are so quick to 
show how little they really care about us.
So, it’s December, a stone’s throw from 
final examinations, a few weeks of rest and 
then on to another year, another series of 
headlines to consider and analyze. We’ve 
been through an interesting semester, one 
where certain headlines seem like they’re 
cut from every edition of the newspaper 
from years past and textbook examples of 
“What’s Wrong with Montclair State” just 
don’t seem to go away.
Fall 1999 has seen student organizations 
soar, even when the odds are piled against 
them. It has also seen certain administra­
tors thrown into the spotlight for their lack 
of proper planning and simple human com­
passion, their ability to prove, time and 
again, just how removed from the life of this
university they really are. Will the year 2000 
bring with it any sweeping degrees of 
change, any brilliant new solutions to prob­
lems as old as the foundation of College 
Hall? Will the same old formulas prove true 
in spring?
While people may half-jokingly say that 
it will be a cold day in hell when students 
and administrators agree on what’s best for 
the life of the university, both as an institu­
tion onto itself and as one that only exists 
thanks to those who call and make it their 
own, I’m counting the days until lean stand 
next to an administrator and feel like we 
have a shared vision, a common drive to 
make this university the best that it is in the 
time that we are here.
Despite the headline-grabbing mistakes 
of a few bad apples, that day just might not
be as far away as you’d like to think._____
Justin Vellucci is the Editor-In-Chief of 
The Montclarion, and a Junior, English 
major.
Well everybody, here we are once again 
headed towards winter, snowy nights, bit­
terly cold days, and we are still stuck with 
an unresponsive administration. This article • 
means in no way to belittle the administra­
tion or complain about our current events, 
but to just make a few suggestions to the 
faculty since other attempts have been fu­
tile.
As residents here I believe that we 
should all be trying to make the best of the 
few resources we have, but the administra­
tion doesn’t have a realistic order of priori­
ties. They are constantly wasting funds, ig­
noring student’s suggestions, and forgetting 
that we the residents, are the only college 
community they have. By doing all of this 
they are killing the minimal school spirit 
present on campus. If students liked the 
environment they lived in graffiti, such as 
that on the MSU sign beside Blanton Hall, 
would be non-existent.
The administration has to set poor pri­
orities for the living standards of the resi­
dents on campus. I will admit that the things 
that have been accomplished, such as paint­
ing rooms, are very nice but there are many 
other aspects of living that needed to be 
taken care of first. I lived in Blanton Hall 
last year and the paint situation was not hor­
rible, but the washing machine situation 
was. The machines are constantly broken, 
and once they break they are never fixed. 
The floor of Blanton I live on this semester 
has had a broken washer since the end of 
September. If this is because of a lack of 
funds I understand, but I hope that the ad­
ministration will think twice before wast­
ing such monies on paint and save it in or­
der to make our lives a little easier.
The administration believes that setting 
up a schedule for the on-campus bus sys­
tem is going to be an improvement. Paying 
students to ride around on the bus and set 
up a schedule is a waste of money and time. 
Once the busses are off schedule, which I 
am sure will happen early on in the day, they 
will not be able to make up the time on such 
a short route all day. The failure of the ad­
ministration to follow through on its plan • 
of making a schedule only weakens my faith 
more in the hopes of bettering the situation
on campus.
For example, last Tuesday night at 7:30 
p.m., I needed to get something at the Cos­
tal station on Clove Road. I did not arrive 
back at my room until 8:20 p.m. Does that 
seem right?
Instead of setting up a schedule and pay­
ing students to ride the bus, why don’t we 
hire another bus driver, and put an extra bus 
into use during times when bus use is high­
est. Let’s face it folks, this is a suitcase col­
lege and many residents go home on the 
weekends, so why not run two or more bus­
ses on Sunday nights when many residents 
are returning from home?
When there are two busses running the 
same route and they both show up a Clove 
Road simultaneously why do they continue 
to follow each other around campus? Would 
it not make sense to have one of them wait 
for five minutes so that one bus isn’t empty 
just driving around? Now that it is winter­
time, and only one or two busses are run­
ning, why isn’t this university running the 
largest busses with the most seats, or even 
the busses that have the best working heat? 
All of these things seem very simple to me 
and would just take a small adjustment on 
the part of the administration. These minor 
changes would certainly help the morale of 
the residents.
I don’t know if I misunderstood some­
thing when I returned to school this semes­
ter, but I do believe that we were told that 
this parking situation was the first part of a 
greater plan in order to better the parking 
situation as a whole. When I originally 
heard this, I was not completely outraged 
because something usually does have to give 
in order to make things better in the long 
run. The only thing that is worrying me at 
this point is that there doesn’t seem to be a 
greater plan. I am all over campus every­
day and have yet to see any kind of con­
struction or even any signs of changes in 
the parking plan. Am I missing something?
Well thank you for reading my small 
opinion and hopefully we, the residents, will 
not be on the back burner forever.
Mark Hanley
Buisness Administration
The Week In Politics
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Y2K to Bring on the End of the World? 
Lighten Up! But Have Your Candles Ready
Another 
Student Shares 
His Experience 
In Overcoming 
Panic Attacks
As I was walking to class on Thursday 
evening, I picked up a copy of The Mont- 
clarion as I always do. However, something 
this week especially caught my interest. 
Specifically, the article on panic attacks.
I suffered for about seven years with 
these attacks. My first one was right after 
high school at the age of 17. I continued to 
have them all through my undergraduate 
study and they became so incredibly intense 
at one point that I could not function. Even­
tually, I would be afraid to go out of my 
dorm room and just sat there and barely 
made it to class. Because of this, I had to 
take a few semesters leave from school to 
get help.
My attacks, as I found out, were a result 
of social anxiety disorder. Many people 
think that this is the same as simple shy­
ness, however it is much more severe and 
much more intense. Social anxiety disor­
der, or social phobia means that you are 
deathly afraid of social situations to the point
if you are ex­
posed to 
them, you 
suffer from 
panic attacks. 
For example, 
going out on a 
date would be 
the equivalent 
amount o f 
anxiety as 
standing in a 
hungry tiger’s 
mouth as it 
was about to 
eat you alive. 
This is a dif­
ferent type of the same disorder which 
comes under a different DSM-IV code, nev­
ertheless the symptoms are the same.
My attacks stopped and then resurfaced 
when I started my masters program here at 
MSU. I probably would not have made it 
here either if it wasn’t for some friends who 
reached out to me because they knew some­
thing was wrong. Once I was open about it 
to people when I lived in the dorm, most 
people did not shun me as I thought they 
would but did the exact opposite and said 
their door was always open if I needed any­
thing. Then, after going to a doctor and get­
ting some anti-anxiety pills and anti-depres­
sant medication, things got a lot better and 
2 weeks later I did not need the anxiety pills 
anymore. My last major attack was in Oc­
tober of 1997!
At this point in my life, I am 27 years 
old and less than three weeks away from 
something that has taken me nine years to 
complete due to this disorder. I have stud­
ied breathing techniques, yoga, and relax­
ation on my own to help me deal with the 
anxiety level and am very much a believer 
in self-help and natural ways of dealing with 
the anxiety as well. There is a wonderful 
herb out known as Kava Kava which has 
done wonders for me. I also have realized 
that I need to keep my anxiety level at bay 
to stop attacks from coming.
To look at the silver lining to this cloud 
of panic, I probably would have never cho- 
. sen to study psychology and counseling if I 
never suffered from this disorder.
I commend the author for writing this 
article.
Charles Flannery
Graduate student, Counseling
Former panic sufferer
Tun
CARNEY
C 'olumnist
“If the power 
goes out when 
the clock strikes 
12, we’ll just 
light some 
candles and wait 
for the sun to 
rise.
-----------------
Honestly, 1 think that none of you read­
ing this will be moved to do anything more 
than pick up this paper and throw it in the 
trash, but I’m writing this letter anyway.
For five semesters now I’ve been com­
ing to this school and living the life that it 
holds for me. Going to classes, taking tests, 
and hearing about the problems that are 
prevalent on this campus, parking, safety, 
people masturbating in the library. This 
school is going to hell in a hand basket and 
no one gives a lick about it.
Students cry each and every week about 
the injustices of the administration and its 
parking poli­
cies. Why 
don’t you all 
just one day 
take your cars 
and park in 
all of the lots 
other than 
Clove for the 
day. Try and 
get the ad­
ministration 
to tow a 
1,000 cars or 
more. See 
what they do.
Most of you cut classes every once in a 
while, why don’t you go and hold a mass 
demonstration outside College Hall one full 
day. Maybe during an open house or some­
thing, so the school notices you. Don’t go 
home on the weekends to party, try to change 
the school. Why don’t you stand up for 
your rights as students on this campus. Do 
something! I don’t want to hear your com­
plaining if you will not take a step to act on 
your god given right to demonstrate.
I honestly think that none of you on cam­
pus has the impetus to go and start a dem­
onstration in front of College Hall. You’re
As the year 2000 approaches, I have a major piece of advice I would like to share with every single person I 
have ever met in my entire life, including 
the man who thinks I’m only a figment of 
his imagination: lighten up!
There is abundant talk about what the 
coming year will bring, mostly accompa­
nied by doom and gloom and talk of the end 
of the world. If the Earth were to come to a 
terrible and destructive end, I would be a 
little depressed so I, personally, do not want 
to spend too much time anxiously wonder­
ing if that’s going to happen.
Certain “millennial prophets” are ex­
pecting the beginning of the End Times as 
described in the Bible to occur in the next 
twelve months, as though God worked ac­
cording to their personal remote control’s 
fast forward button. I often wonder if these 
people have actually read the Book of Rev­
elation, since a lot of really horrible things 
have to happen before the Second Coming. 
All of chapters eight and nine are concerned 
with terrible plagues, including locusts with 
scorpion tails and lions’ teeth coming out 
of a giant pit. I don’t want to see that! I’m 
just going to mind my own business and let 
God take care of His own.
Such presumptuousness is really an em­
barrassment to Christianity, especially those 
who are just obviously wrong. I have even 
run into a church, albeit over the Internet, 
that has been founded on the “principle” that 
Bill Clinton is the Anti-Christ, a position for 
which there seem to be many possible con­
tenders. Everyone from Bill Gates to my­
self has been accused of being the Anti -
too afraid because you might miss the Ricky 
Martin special on TV. Rage Against the 
Machine asks you to stand up for what you 
believe in, quit listening and do it!
This school is here to service you. You 
are the customer, demand some customer 
service. Demand the right to park your ve­
hicle where ever you damn well choose. 
March in front of Karen Pennington’s of­
fice and demand a bus schedule, and don’t 
leave until she posts it. Have the strength 
to stand up. Give her a reason to respect 
the students on this campus. It’s a shame 
that she talks down to a fellow student like 
that.
The Week In Politics
Christ. There are so many candidates now 
that we might as well do away with the Bible 
and settle the whole thing with a Hard Copy 
poll (I’m voting for Tinky-winky).
There are also those who seem to think 
this coming year marks the end of Christ’s 
one thousand-year reign on Earth. Have 
these people been paying attention to any­
thing in even the past 20 years? Does this 
look like a millennial paradise to anyone? 
Does it? Whether this is the end of the world 
or just the beginning of the end, everybody 
who has put any thought into this has evi­
dently put too much thought into it.
As far as the Y2K computer virus goes, 
I am a little concerned. I’m not really con­
cerned about any of the potential dangers. 
The way some people carry on, Y2K is go­
ing to be responsible for everything from 
no water and satellites crashing to earth, to 
meteor showers and the death of every first­
born son. I doubt things will get that ex­
treme, and I’m not going to move to a com­
pound in Montana “just in case.” I’m more 
worried about the guy who thinks Montana 
is too far away and decides to take up resi­
dence on his porch guarding a mountain of 
toilet paper with a shotgun across his lap.
Whatever happens. I’ll be celebrating 
this New Year’s at a party with my friends, 
as I do every year. And if the power goes 
out when the clock strikes twelve, we’ll just 
light some candles and wait for the sun to 
rise.
Tim Carney is a 3rd-year Englsh major, 
and is President o f MSU’s Intervarsity 
Christian Fellowship.
A lot of people your age, 30 years ago, 
did the same for something that they thought 
was wrong. Do something yourself. Don’t 
wait for me to plan it. You plan it, then call 
me and I’ll be there. I’ll raise hell.
Put an add in The Montclarion, to get 
the frats, and sororities involved. Get them 
to do something else than drink and social­
ize. Quit watching Jerry Springer. Go ape 
on the administration. Please do something 
because all this bitching and complaining 
is giving me a headache.
Delmer Grigsby
Chemistry
“[The panic 
attacks] became 
so incredibly 
intense at one 
point that I could 
not function.
---------------W -
D ont Like Something About MSU?
Stop Complaining and Do Something About It!
“This school is 
going to hell in 
a hand basket 
and no one 
gives a lick 
about it.
-------VT
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W TO  Talks: Should the U.S. be Bullying Smaller Nations?
Bill
GUARDINO
( Ohi mui'I
“Do we have a 
right to force 
[smaller 
countries] to 
adopt these laws 
or suffer the 
consequences?
----------------- % %
Everyone who stays up late at night worry­ing about free trade issues raise your hand. Okay, now put your hands down be­
cause you are all losers. Don’t you have better 
things to do? As college students we often have 
much more pressing matters to attend to, such as 
our upcoming finals or holiday shopping. Many 
of us did not pay much mind to the World Trade 
Organization’s (WTO) meeting in Seattle which 
ended just a few days ago.
There are however, many people who did take 
interest in this year’s meeting. They were the 
estimated 40,000 protesters who clogged the 
streets, disrupted traffic and incited riots in the 
streets of Seattle. The protesters represented a 
great dilemma which this country, and indeed the 
whole world, soon faces and free trade is simply 
the beginning.
The main focus of these demonstrations was 
to protest trade with countries which did not meet 
with the U.S.’s standards regarding the environ­
ment, human rights and labor laws. It is their 
belief that the U.S. should limit or disregard trade 
with those countries which do not meet certain 
standards which the U.S. forces its corporations 
to comply with.
Topping the list of countries that do meet our 
standards is China. With over a billion people 
residing within its boundaries China represents 
one of the greatest untapped consumer markets 
in the world. It was the U.S.’s hope that this mar­
ket would become more open so that it could 
export more goods (besides SGA presidents and 
newspaper editors) to the people of China. Un­
fortunately for China, charges of human rights 
violations and the outside demonstrations hin­
dered talks of fully establishing “free trade” be­
tween China and other countries.
The question on hand should not be whether 
China and other “developing countries” have 
improper legislation or environmental laws. The 
question should be whether or not we as the most 
powerful nation on earth have a right to dictate 
our policies and our beliefs to these countries. 
Do we have a right to force them to adopt these 
laws or suffer the consequences?
What we must realize as we approach the 
twenty-first century, is that the world is no longer 
seven continents separated by huge oceans. The 
world is becoming an integrated community 
where one can chat on-line with someone in Ger­
many or teach a class to students half way around
the globe. As we are beginning to rely on one 
another for information and companionship so 
will we soon rely on others for our economic pros­
perity. It is here that the U.S. must seek one of 
two paths.
Do we allow organizations such as the WTO 
to continue acting in a democratic fashion, guid­
ing the less developed nations to make respon­
sible decisions but respecting their opinion, even 
when it would not be in our nation’s best inter­
est? Or do we take the second path and strong- 
arm nations with our economic and even mili­
tary might to insure our righteousness.
The world is changing at a phenomenal rate. 
Technology has allowed the construction of a 
global community, but we have not yet decided 
what our role shall be. Is our way the “right” 
way? I’d like to think so but I’m not about to 
pick a fight with a nation and culture I do not 
fully understand. Will the U.S. become a ma­
levolent advisor or benevolent dictator? Only 
time will answer that question.
Bill Guardino is a Senior, Human Ecology ma­
jor, Women’s Studies minor. This is his first 
year as a columnist fo r  The Montclarion.
This Student Really, Really D idn’t  Like 
T h e  M on te la rion ’s B link 182 Review Evidence Blows Smoke on 
Articles Ridiculous Smoking/ 
Salad Theory
This is in response to the concert review 
by Kristen Anderson last week. I know that 
this may be an unusual type of letter or ar­
ticle to respond to, but I felt I had to.
She complains about both bands and the 
audience at the show, and that’s it. She talks 
about how the audience is filled with pre- 
pubescent teens being body guarded by their 
parents and not being able to see around 
them. I’m about six feet tall and weigh in 
at around 200 lbs. and if I was in your way 
and you couldn’t see it probably means I 
got there first and that’s the breaks.
She then proceeds to berate Blink 182, 
calling them perverts and idiots. I’d like to 
start off by saying that while I was not at 
this particular show, I have been at that par­
ticular venue in the past and have seen Blink 
182 play a few times.
The question I’d like to ask of Ander­
son is - why bother going to the show if all 
you’re going to do is complain? Especially 
complaining about Blink 182 the way that 
you did. From your article I can tell that 
you know about the band or have at least 
heard their music, and if you think it is child­
ish or perverted, why bother going to see 
them live? You say that their lyrics are 
mindless, which is an OK opinion, except 
what does it say about you? You went to 
the show, knowing that they were mindless, 
so does this make you mindless? If you do
Something has got to be done about the 
fence blocking the exit path of parking lot 
19. Why is it that things like these only seem 
to make sense to the people that design 
them? Obviously, they don’t drive around 
here. For anyone who doesn’t know what 
I’m talking about I’ll describe lot 19’s set 
up.
There’s clearly an entrance path. It even 
has a huge arrow guiding the driver into the 
parking lot. The parking lot can only hold 
about 40 cars.
So if you’re the unlucky forty-first driver 
to enter the parking lot you have no choice 
but to follow the path around to where 
you’re supposed to exit. But after you slam 
on your brakes you’ll notice that you’re 
looking right at a chain linked fence barri­
cading your exit. Meanwhile, the forty-sec­
ond driver, who’s also attempting to exit, 
approaches behind you and almost hits you!
not enjoy their music style, or lyrics why 
bother going? You say they get girls to 
throw their bras onto the stage. That’s not 
your problem. That’s the problem of the 
girls who opt to do it. No one holds a gun 
to their head. You didn’t throw your bra up 
there did you? Why make the comment that 
the concert wasn’t worth the price of the 
ticket? Stay home next time. Then you 
won’t have to feel so mindless and be forced 
to be around a bunch of perverts.
You don’t want people standing on your 
feet or being wedged between some people 
at a show. Don’t go! It seems pretty simple. 
What do you expect from a crowd at a pop 
punk show? Do you think that the people 
in the audience will all just sit there quietly 
and listen? No. They are going to dance 
and sing along and mosh and whatever they 
feel like doing. That’s what goes on at 
shows. It’s part of seeing a band live. I 
think that in the future you need to strongly 
consider your ticket purchases before attend­
ing a show. If you don’t like the band or 
their music, don’t go. If you don’t want to 
be around people, don’t go. Believe me 
when I say that the fans in the audience that 
are just enjoying themselves and having a 
good time won’t miss you a bit.
Matthew Cipoletti
Business Management
This has happened to me more than once 
and something has got to be done about it.
At first when I complained about the 
fence, I said that if I had a pair of bolt cut­
ters I’d open that gate for the students and 
that would be the end of it. However, after 
I took a good look at the gate I noticed that 
bolt cutters won’t do the job because there’s 
no part of the gate that opens. It’s a solid 
chain linked fence! You’d need a hacksaw 
or a welding torch to open that gate!
So now you have to leave the parking 
lot through the same path you entered in. 
Can you say - head on collision? And the 
people running this school wonder why the 
students talk so badly about it. Just look at 
the display of common sense they show us!
Jason T. Newman
Freshman, Undeclared
I always thought that newspapers were to inform the public with factual infor mation about current and/or pending 
stories. Wherein, upon reading the articles, 
we become knowledgeable, if not enlight­
ened. Yet, at other times, some newspaper 
articles are so preposterous that they wind 
up chastised in editorial columns such as 
mine.
On Nov. 24 1999, The Herald & News 
printed an article claiming that the risks as­
sociated with smoking are overstated, pas­
sive smoking is not bad for you and the 
United States government is wasting money 
telling people to quit. This remarkable rev­
elation was touted by Dr. Ken Denson of 
the Thames Thrombosis and Hemostasis 
Foundation in Oxford, England.
Dr. Denson believes that the U.S. has 
wasted money in unnecessary research to 
justify and exaggerate the importance of 
their work. Nevertheless, the movie “The 
Insider” was not fictional. It was not a lie 
that the Philip Morris cigarette company re­
cently admitted under oath that they with­
held knowledge that nicotine was addictive 
and could lead to heart and lung disease. The 
fact that the U.S. has benefited from an ex­
orbitant amount of revenue, which is gen­
erated by cigarette sales, cannot be disputed.
But Dr. Denson’s main focus was not 
about monetary appropriation. His focus 
was to report that through the last decade 
his research has shown that smokers eat less 
fruit and vegetables and more saturated fats, 
a combination linked to cancer and heart 
disease. He insists, “smoking under 10 ciga­
rettes a day is fine as long as you tuck in a 
salad first.”
No doctor will discount the benefits that 
a proper diet has in staving off disease and 
illness. The act of inhaling cigarette smoke 
has been proven to restrict blood vessels, 
which disallow oxygen to be facilitated to 
the bodies organs and cells. This has been 
scientifically and physiologically con­
firmed. Sorry, Dr. Denson.
If Dr. Denson states that smoking under 
10 cigarettes a day is not harmful then he 
must be implying that at the eleventh ciga­
rette and beyond there are risks to smokers 
and non-smokers. Oh right, maybe at the
eleventh cigarette is 
when reduced pulmo­
nary function, smoking 
induced asthma, bron­
chitis and emphysema 
starts—and not before!
And will smokers 
be aware that when 
they reach their elev­
enth cigarette of the 
day they should stop 
because they are now 
placing themselves and 
the non-smoker in danger? Should non- 
smokers carry an emergency salad with 
them, just in case someone lights up the 
eleventh cigarette? And what about the 
people who choose to smoke unfiltered ciga­
rettes? Do they need to add spinach, water­
cress or chicory to their salads? Moreover, 
if a non-smoker needs to eat more salads, 
who should incur these expenses?
If passive smoke is not bad for you then 
why do non-smokers report that second­
hand smoke causes burning and bloodshot 
eyes, red and scratchy throats, coughing and 
headaches? Could it be because they chose 
the tuna fish sandwich instead of the tossed 
salad?
I believe Dr. Denson spoke some truths 
when he recommended, “smokers could 
have an 80% less risk of cancer and heart 
disease if they improve their diets.” But, to 
conclude in studies that smoking under 10 
cigarettes a day is fine and that the risks to 
smokers and non-smokers are overstated is 
simply ludicrous.
We all know the benefits of a good diet. 
Some of us adhere religiously to them while 
others fall off the wagon more often than 
they would like to admit. It is a personal 
choice about what to eat. But this choice 
does not interfere with anyone else’s health. 
If they guy next to me at lunch orders a rare 
double-cheeseburger, french-fries with 
gravy and a chocolate milkshake, I know I 
will not need to take any special precautions 
because of his choice.
Molly Meyers is a Senior, English major 
and is in her second year as an editorial 
columnist for The Montclarion.
Lot 19 Fence is a Potential H azard  
For Students
Molly
MEYERS
( Ohimnist
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Holiday Gift Ideas From 
The M artha Stewart of MSU
By Brian Cross
Beefcake. BEEEEFCAAAA KEf
Everyone loves the holiday season. Who wouldn’t? We got a holiday where the entire pur­
pose is to get free stuff. ^
Then, we have another holi­
day, where everyone gets 
drunk. At midnight, every­
one kisses everyone else, 
sings some silly song, and 
parties till dawn. It’s a fes­
tive season, everyone is chip­
per and jolly, and the stores 
are thriving with sales. But 
it’s that very same gift con­
cept that brings a drag on the 
season.
We love receiving gifts, ---------------
but hate giving them. Many 
people have learned to dread the holiday sea­
son just because of the large amounts of 
money we spend. The average person will 
spend a little more then $500 this holiday 
season on gifts for other people. The Aver­
age Joe will buy gifts for more then 30 
people, which is a little out of hand. You’d 
be correct to assume that everyone only 
wants to buy gifts for one 
person...themselves. Hey, we all have to 
give the illusion that we want to give some­
thing to those special people in our lives.
This entire season could be made much 
easier if people cut a few corners, forgot a 
few cousins, and bent a few laws. I have a 
simple method for you to get by this holi-
“I left a dozen 
donuts for 
Santa. That 
bastard better 
be nice to me 
this year!
day season on only $100. You’re 
probably shocked, but it’s 100 
percent true. I have a way to take 
care of all your holiday needs on 
one Benjamin Franklin.
- The easiest way to cut down 
is to look over your list. Do you 
really need to buy gifts for 30 
people? Honestly, should you 
buy Aunt Sarah another towel 
rack just because she’s your aunt 
and you’ll see her this Christmas?
You know you’re just going to get 
another jar of her Delicious Toe 
Jam Jelly. Every year, we spend 
so much money on people we see less than 
five times just because they’re family. A 
way around this is to eat Christmas alone. 
If you don’t see them, you aren’t obligated 
to give gifts.
So figure you have 10 people left be­
sides your immediate family that you abso­
lutely have to purchase gifts for. Well, I 
shouldn’t say purchase...more like get, be­
cause the greatest gifts can not be purchased. 
If you look around, you can find plenty of 
simple, easy to find, free gifts. Here are my 
ideas for excellent gifts.
Towels - A classic. Everyone who show­
ers has to use a towel, so everyone is happy 
to get one. Yet where can you find a free 
towel? Walk down to the Howard Johnson’s, 
and when the maid enters a room to vacuum 
a carpet, grab her entire cart. Take it, throw 
it in the back of your station wagon, and 
drive away. Not only have you gotten 50+ 
towels you now have plenty of cleaning sup­
plies for your house after your New Year’s 
Bash.
Parking Cones - Everyone wants a few, 
and you can grab 30 from a construction site 
by hanging your little brother out a car win­
dow and having him scoop them up. Cones 
can be used as centerpieces for your Dining 
room table or even to help your 16-year-old 
learn to drive without smashing up your 
cars.
Sporks- A small child can find 101 uses
of a spork. What is a spork? It’s a combi­
nation of a spoon and a fork, all in one. Kind 
of like a Wuzzle just not furry and lame. 
With your spork you can sip your soup and 
then dive in for some spaghetti. Kids of all 
ages love sporks.
Empty Alcohol Bottles - 
During the holidays these will 
be easy to find. Just grab a few, 
fill with water, and dye with a 
highlighter. You’re good to 
go. Every college student has 
like five in their room, why 
shouldn’t everyone.
But what about those fam­
ily members you can’t risk a 
crappy gift on? Your immedi­
ate family just won’t tolerate 
you getting them something 
that sucks. We all know for a 
fact that Dad would kick you 
if you bring him a towel. This doesn’t mean 
you have to spend all of your money on them 
- there are ways around this. I have designed 
a typical American nuclear family to show 
how you can still give simple, quality gifts.
Your little brother, Sean, is an average 
14-year-old. He has a couple of friends, likes 
to watch TV, sit on the computer, and is 
Gothic. His wardrobe consists of Satanic 
black robes that he drapes himself in each 
night as he descends on the neighborhood, 
hoping to find a victim. Sean seems diffi­
cult to shop for right? He’d be happy if he 
got a goat to sacrifice, but we all know how 
hard it is to find goats. He’s actually quite 
simple to shop for. Here are two cute ideas
The Top 10 Worst-Selling Christmas 
Gifts Sold at MSU
By Um Josephs
/ have a chip in my head
10. Red Hauik sweatshirts made from 100 
percent recycled red hawks 
9. Old jock straps rumored to haue been 
used by Voyi Berra
8. Faculty - The new cologne that lets 
you smell like a professor!
7. Little known book of poetry by Robert 
Frost entitled Ode to the Drunken, Half- 
Naked Sorority Girl
6. Mystery bay containiny uarious items 
swallowed and then reyuryitated by 
fraternity pledges
5. CD that features President Susan Cole 
singing beautiful duets with her late 
father, Nat King Cole 
4. Ulacky T-shirt that says “Chemistry 
Majors Do It With Beakers!” (Sorry, that’ a 
best seller)
3. Year 2000 calendar featuring “The 
Studs of the Math Department”
2. The official biography of Harold H.
Bohn entitled Bohn: The Story o f One Man’s 
Dream to Build One Biy Honkin’ Dormitory 
1. “My Stupid Kid is Failing Out of MSB” 
bumper sticker
to satisfy his evil mind.
1. Beheaded Barbie dolls in a fish tank: 
What freak, geek, and weirdo wouldn’t want 
this in their dungeon of a room? They are 
so simple to find. Jump into a dumpster, 
fish around for a few hours, and you can 
find two or three of them. He’ll be enter­
tained for hours.
2. A Stop Sign: Why not? Everyone 
wants one, and they’re easy to find. Hell, 
there is practically one on every corner and 
you can get one in 30 seconds. Take Dad’s 
car for a spin, knock one over, drag it home, 
and wrap.
M  A n\j I v r
Then, there is your sister, Sarah. She’s 
a bit more normal. She is 17, a theater buff, 
and she’s been in “Les Miserables” so many 
times that you know the words backwards 
and in French. She never wears the same 
thing twice, dresses very eccentrically, and 
has a weird taste in style. But, girls love 
purses. Why not get your sister the strang­
est purse she’ll ever see? Call the local Chi­
nese take out, order a pint of white rice, clean 
the container, and you’ve got a cute little 
purse. It’s just big enough for her to keep 
her lipstick, money, phone card, gum and 
her diaphragm.
Now Ma never left the 50’s. She wears 
an apron all day and is constantly baking 
cookies. She’s kind of a space cadet but is 
the sweetest thing you’ve ever met and we 
definitely would not want to disappoint her. 
Remember when you were five and would 
make stuff for her? She loved it so much 
and probably still uses that Play-Doh soap 
dispenser. If it worked when you were five, 
why wouldn’t it work when you are 50? For 
just a few minutes’ work you’ve got Mom 
the perfect gift. Grab some ice cream sticks 
and glue and make a napkin holder. Or how 
about knitting some oven mitts with old 
shoelaces?
But what about dear, old, loveable Dad? 
The guy has obviously got a few screws 
loose, but is just so jolly and loveable. How 
can you not love him? He’s 53, sits in his
chair all day, smokes his pipe, reads the pa­
per by the fire...and never wears pants. At 
least he doesn’t embarrass you anymore by 
following you around at the mall when you 
are trying to meet someone. For years, the 
guy used to stay in the garage and try to 
invent things. After his patent on Cheez Wiz 
fell through, he lost his ambition and wound 
up erasing his mind when he stood too close 
to a microwave. So what do you get this 
guy? Well, he’s easiest of all. Drive down 
the Parkway, pull up to an exact change toll 
booth, and pick up all the change on the 
ground. You’ll easily make $20. Get back 
in the car and drive away really fast because 
the cops are probably on to you. After the 
car chase and shoot out, if you aren’t dead 
or hospitalized, drive to the nearest thrift 
shop, and buy 50 dirt-cheap ties. Everyone’s 
dad loves ties and since ours is an idiot he 
won’t care.
See how easy that was? We have fin­
ished all of our holiday shopping in just a 
few easy steps, and at no extreme expense. 
If you are not in jail and your family hasn’t 
disowned you yet, you may have noticed 
that you still have the $100 that you started 
with. All of your gift buying is done and 
you haven’t spent a dime. How about you 
take that money and spend it on a person 
that you really love and care about.
Yourself.
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V  catch id¿ 
breath, before I 
start off aggio...
BY:
. Panhead
3 H C 1 I  1 A $ jU $  ( f a  21 t o j ) « .  2 2 ):  ’(Si find
oodcr Hit tree a f i s t s  a a iw l P a V t wtariog  
Dottiiog bdt a big red ribboi). flake kin) ¿oar 
slave, he wants ¿oa to be his master
C A £ R [Q R {J  (Pec. 2 3  to Jao. 20): Jceiog as 
how ¿oar birtkdag is coming ap, f\n  %ohead is 
generoas and will not kill ¿on. 'ion jnst make sore 
¿on don’t drink that Qjristmas tree sap.
A Q A llR ilJ  (Jan. 21 to Feb. 20): "The first snowfall 
of the season catches Agnarins anprepared. '(oar 
skills of improvisation arc ased to their fnllest. A .  
toilet seat and cover mate an excellent sled.
£ ! 5 ( X 3  (ftb . 21 to %  20 ): 'loa spend the 
holidays in Florida, '(oar pal Prostg misses ¿on 
and attempts to Visit. He mates it as far as 
Georgia when te melts. J o a k  him ap in a sponge 
and rcboild him ap north.
A R O  ( %  21 to A j> r 19): Aries notices an 
odd tinkling on the roof on Christmas night. 
It’s not reindeer or snow, What coaid it be? 1 X 5
T A D H U 3  (A j>r 2 0  to 1% ) 20): 'loa are Violent^ 
woken on Christmas Xve night. J a o ta  is not 
pleased with ¿oar cookies and milk. He demands 
a steak and a been Get cookin’ or get coal!
G IJ liH l (flag  21 to Jan. 21): The bad news - the 
m a il3 ® to  wet himself. J )o N ’T s i t  on his lap. 
The good news -  real J a o ta  Visits ¿on last and 
nnloads his loot, 'loa make oat like a bandit.
C A P C a C J o n .  2 2  to Jol. 22 ): Real Christmas 
trees aggravate ¿oar allergies and fake ones giVe 
¿on warts. J)ecorate a cactns this ¿ear Jast 
watch oat for the qaicksand.
H O  (Jnl. 2 3  to A d g  22 ): leo receVics sex¿ 
anderwear for a gift this ¿ear A t  the flew '(ears’ 
part^ no one notices the ball drop. All e¿es are 
on ¿on as ¿on shed ¿oar clothes.
VIRGO (Aag. 2 3  to Jep . 22 ): 3 a n ta  answers 
¿oar reqnests with a “f^O!” J e t  ap a Hanakkah 
Jhrab  and Hanakkah H sF 2 will be ¿oar friend, 
'loa will get a 6-pack for each of the 8  nights.
[ R A J e p .  2 3  to Oct. 21): A.nearsighted J a n ta  
loses his glasses and steers the sleigh into the side 
of ¿oar honse. 'loa wake with a start to find a 
dazed Rudolph staring ¿on in the face.
J Q R £ I 0  (Oct. 2 2  to floV. 20): While waiting for 
Ja n ta  to come, ¿on get hangrg and eat his cookies 
and milk, 'loa leave him frnitcake. That right- 
hearted, jollg old elf will switch ¿oar good presents 
with socks and stationed store gift certificates.
Panhead’s Predictions For the Millennium
By Mr. Panhead
The Y2K bug is in his head.
Too many people complain about how they are scared of the approaching millennium. “Oh, my computer’s 
going to crash and chaos will break out!” 
“Oh, we’ll all die as the apocalypse dawns 
and Satan takes our souls!” “Oh, we’ll have 
to live in floating cities and with my luck, 
I’ll fall off after my New Years’ party!”
I don’t see any of this happening. I think 
people will continue to exist despite our 
mammoth efforts to kill each other off. I 
don’t think the Y2K bug will plunge us into 
any more anarchy than already exists. I 
don’t think Satan and the Four Horsemen 
will come down and cause massive amounts 
of higgeldy-piggeldy. I also don’t think a 
nuclear bomb will explode in the South 
Bronx and do millions of dollars’ worth of 
improvements.
I DO, however, think' that interesting 
things will happen as the new century 
dawns. I’ve got a good idea of what’s in 
store for us. I write horoscopes, I see the 
future. Trust me. The stars tell us that:
Lucky Charms will have over 50 
marshmallows. At the rate they’re going, 
Lucky Charms will add to their already 
lengthy list Silver Bullets, Brown Noses, 
Glass Eyes, and Golden Teeth. Don’t be 
alarmed if Lucky blows up 
to the size of the Michelin 
Man and fills up the entire 
box. My advice: get rid of 
the name “Lucky Charms” 
and just call it “Gummy 
Marshmallow Sludge.”
Fads will get even 
dumber. You think I ’m 
kidding. In the 1960’s, it 
was free love, mind-ex­
panding drugs, and peace, 
harmony, and love. The 
1970’s brought sexual lib­
eration, weird music, co­
caine and quaaludes, and 
bizzare clothing. In the 
1980’s, it was crack, even
A n actual tattoo. On an actual 
person. See w hat I  mean? See?
Be afraid. Be 
afraid.
weirder music, dis­
turbingly short shorts 
for men, and “Get the 
@#$% out of my 
way!”
In the 1990’s, 
people drive metal 
spikes through their 
bodies, listen to New 
Kids on the Block and 
The Backstreet Boys, 
and have Tweety Bird 
inked onto body parts 
you wouldn’t show 
your grandmother.
Hmm. Free love 
vs. turning my flesh 
into a canvas. I’ll get 
back to you on that.
Not to say tattoos 
are stupid. If your tat­
too means something 
to you, tha t’s one 
thing. I’m just wary of the “Tweety on my 
butt” type of tattoo. What happens when 
you’re 80 and it looks more like Planters’ 
“Mr. Peanut” with a bad case of gigantism?
If this continues, in 10 years, people will 
be clipping off fingers and yanking out teeth 
to make fashion statements.
“Do you like my new smile. Lefty?”
“You bet! Now you look like my great 
aunt! I’d shake your hand if I hadn’t had it 
severed at the wrist. Man, 
feeling someone up with one 
hand is a lot harder than I 
thought!”
Diets and exercise will 
get even stranger. Used to 
be that when you wanted to 
lose weight, you ate less and 
exercised more. This 
worked. Then people got 
lazy. Someone decided, “I 
want a diet that will allow me 
to sit in my recliner and eat 
all the Big Macs I want while 
I lose weight at the same 
time.” Right. You hear about 
so many people losing weight 
that way. Now we have fat
very, VERY
burners and other lovely 
diet drugs that will have 
you more wired than a 
hummingbird.
Watch TV later than 
12 a.m. and you’re 
bound to see ads for ex­
ercise equipment that 
will soon gather dust as 
a coat rack. My favorite 
is the Butt-Master. First 
of all, it proves that 
people will buy anything 
that promises weight- 
loss. Second, it has a 
funny name that some­
one probably got fired 
over. (“You called our 
new product
WHAT?!?”)
The next weight-loss 
plan will be designer 
tapeworms. It will start 
with someone eating undercooked meat, and 
soon, every woman in California with sili­
cone breasts and collagen lips will have one.
“How is it that you stay so thin?”
“I’m starving. Yesterday, I ate a three- 
pound steak and a pint of Ben & Jerry’s at 
every meal. God help me! But my butt 
looks great!”
Movies will get worse. Not to say that 
masterpieces won’t still be made, but keep 
this in mind. Hollywood is so starved for 
plots they are using old TV shows as the 
basis for movies. What happens when they 
reach the 1980’s? If someone makes a 
“Diff’rent Strokes” or a “Who’s The Boss?” 
movie, I’ll give Jack Kevorkian a ring.
At one point in time, Montclair State 
University will cease to exist. I saved the 
best for last. See? Good news after all. 
Even if it’s not until the Sun becomes a 
burnt-out hunk of coal and all life on Earth 
ends. I remain content in the knowledge 
that all of the obstructions and petty rules 
will be eradicated permanently. Hmm...that 
kind of makes the parking problem here 
seem unimportant.
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JACK? r
1 Trails 
6 Strike­
breaker 
■ Burst of 
anargy
14 "Lonesome 
George’
19 Gulf country
20 Unwind a 
rind
21 Actress 
Shire
22 Nose
23 Vlttle 
statistics?
24 Movie mutt 
28 Speaker of
remark 
starting at 
42 Across 
27 Alarm  
20 Mrs. Zeus
31 XXVII x II
32 Sleep stage
33 Contralto 
Stevens
36 Rampur 
royalty
39-Soho snack
41 Diocese
42 Start of a 
remark
40 Hair ball?
80 Former 
nation: abbr.
81 D-Day code 
name
62 Gilbert of 
"Roseanne" 
68 Game 
dhrision 
64 Massachu­
setts city
pigment
42 Author 
Irving
63 Fluffy 
female
64 September 
birthstone
67  They 
m aybe  
saturated
70 Add fringe
73 Remaen or 
Flatow
74 Cam bodia’s 
L o n -
76 Part 2 of 
remark
61 Fire
62 — Dhabi
63 Oomph
64 Floor model
68 Flatter
66 A mean
Amin
60 Sutler's 
partner
64 Be nosy
68 Null and 
void
66 Impasse
100 Basilica
101 Make some 
dough
102 Jet-setter's 
need
104 Onassis
nickname 
106 Part 3 of 
remark 
110 Soea stat 
113 Swell 
place?
truth
1 1 6 — do-well
116 Browning's 
bedtime?
117 Pipe 
cleaner?
116 Manipulates 
122 In shock 
126 End of 
remark
132 Word with 
steak or 
soda
134 Marseilles 
mother
135 Adhesive 
ingredient
136 Viewpoint
137 Hunky-dory 
134 Key
138 Rob of "Silk 
Staltdngs’
140 Sorcery
141 Lacquered 
metalware
142 Footfall
DOWN
1 Like a wet 
noodle
2 Section
3 T h e  
Journey of 
N atty— ’  
('85 film)
4 Apt rhyme 
for worm
6 Bath, e.g.
6  They're nuts
7 Com media 
dell'—
6 Den 
denizen
woman
10 Norm
11 Einstein's 
birthplace
12 100 dinars
13 “Bewitched“ 
kid
14 Actress Rita
15 Planet, for 
one
16 Transvaal 
residents
17 Roast host
16 Delibes
opera
26 Done
26 Org. 
founded 
in 1647
30 Eyebrow 
shape
34 Cozy
36 Sailor's 
shout
37 ‘ Nautilus’  
captain
34 Author 
Dinesen
40 Moral man?
42 Wading bird
43 “Candid 
Cam era’  
creator
44 —  Domini
45 '68 US 
Open 
winner
46 Mason's 
tool
47 Proposition
48 Apiece
53 Endangered 
animal
"Broken — ’
66 Facts, tor 
short
67 Spruce
50 Sill
61 Snigger's 
quarry
65 Parched
66 Sheet of 
stamps
64 It’ll give you 
a lift
60 *Elephant 
Boy* 
actor
71 Guy's 
counterpart
72 Monitor 
m essage
75 Animals
76 Successful
77  “High 
Sierra* 
actress
78 Salad 
veggie
76  Bullets, 
briefly
60 Director 
Nicolas
81 “Nash 
Bridges' 
network
66  Reggae's 
Peter
87 Duel-use 
Items?
SO “W hat —  tor 
Love*
S song) htiy 
open
02 Exceptional
by
66 Neither 
masc nor 
fern.
07 Crooner 
Jerry
66 Slaps on
. 09 Shoestring
101 Persian
poet 
103 Fleshly
106 Push a 
product
107 A/C  
measure
106 Spear­
headed 
100 Porthos' 
pel
110 Appomattox 
signature
111 Freeway 
sounds
112 Gold brick? 
116 Author
Feiber
120 “Brave heart" 
extra
121 Nevada
city
123 Gusto
124 —  Stanley 
'G ardner
126 Profound
127 Viking 
weapon
126 Fleur-de-----
129 Souffle 
ingredient
130 Actress 
MacGraw
131 Cal. page 
133 Toodl e -o o f
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d iag o n a lly .
Johnson 
Jordan 
Learned
Andretti
Bolton
Caine
Chang
Collins
Crawford
DeBakey
Dukakis
Eisner
Faraday
J .  Fox 
Jackson
Classifieds
• H elp Wanted •
The University Book Store is now 
hiring temporary cashiers for January 
3 through 29. $6.50 per hour plus 10% 
rebate on books. See store for details.
• Child Care Wanted •
Child Care Needed! 2 boys, 7 and 11, 
Mon-Fri, 2-6 p.m. Flexible start date. 
Must drive and have own car. 
References required. Call Ruth at 
(973)746-8683.
Child Care. Mondays through Fridays, 
4:30-7:30 p.m. Perfect for bright 
student who loves children and 
Sesame street. Experienced, reliable, 
kind hearted. Call (201)891-3429.
Aupair wanted. Private room plus 
salary in exchange for light 
housekeeping + babysitting in 
evenings only and weekends for 
fantastic 7 year old girl. Call (973)509- 
9582.
Babysitter wanted. Looking for reliable 
and punctual person to babysit 1,2, or 
3 mornings, Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday from 8:30-11:30 am. Non- 
smoker, need own transportation. 
Please call ASAP. (973)239-8013.
Childcare Needed: a caregiver for my 
six-month old baby in Montclair for 
weekday mornings 8:00 a.m-12:30 
p.m. Looking for enthusiasm, humor 
and flexibility. Experience and 
references neccessary. Please call 
(973)233-0494.
Flexible hours, great pay. Reliable 
person needed to watch two school- 
aged girls in early evenings about 
three days a week. Must own car. Ask 
for Vivian. (973)783-7836.
• Vacationing •
Spring Break 2000 with STS Join 
America’s #1 student tour operator to 
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas. Cruises 
and FLorida. Now Hiring on-campus 
reps. Call 1 -800-648-4849 or visit us 
online @ www.ststravel.com.
• For Rent •
H appy Holidays
from
The M o
T he m ontclarion
Voi. 79 No. 14 
______ December 9,1999
Home to Share. Nutley, m/f, new 3br, 
2 baths, Washer/Dryer, Garage, 2 
miles from campus, available 1/1. 
$500/month include, util. (973)542- 
0505.
Furnished room for female; $280/ 
double, 395/single; easy walk near 
campus, utilities included, easy 
parking, private entrance. Call for info. 
(973)778-1504.
For only $ 10 you 
can reach out to the 
13,000 students of
department at
655-5237.
■' » 
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S T E A K H O U S E
HURRY &  APPLY!
W e ’re se e k in g  in d iv id u a ls  w h o  a re  a cu t 
a b o ve  the  re s t to  jo in  us in o p e n in g  o u r 
n e w  C a r ls ta d t,  N J  re s ta u ra n t. B rin g  yo u r 
e n th u s ia s m  an d  bu ild  yo u r e xp e rie n ce  
w ith  a  te a m  w h o  va lu e s  h igh  q u a lity  
a n d  to ta l c u s to m e r s a tis fa c tio n  in o n e  o f 
o v e r 100 fu ll a n d  p a rt-tim e  o p p o rtu n itie s  
n o w  a va ila b le :
SERVERS •  BARTENDERS 
LINE/PREP COOKS •  H0STS/H0STESSES 
KITCHEN MANAGERS 
DISHWASHERS/BUSPERSONS
In add ition  to  a live ly and fun  w o rk  e n v iron ­
m ent, C harlie  B row n 's  offers you flex ib le  
schedu les , 401 (k) a n d  pa id  vaca tions as  
p a rt o f o u r bene fits  package.
P le a s e  a p p ly  in  p e r s o n :
D a ily  1 0 :0 0 a m  - 5 :0 0 p m  
C h a r l ie  B r o w n ’s  S te a k h o u s e  
3 3 5  P a te r s o n  P la n k  R o a d ,  
C a r ls ta d t ,  N J
An Equal Opportunity Employer
At Our School, the Instructors 
Eat the final Exam I
AND IT USUALLY TASTES GREAT. With diplo­
ma programs in Culinary Arts and Pastry and 
Baking, we've been preparing students to be 
chefs, bakers, food writers and more since 
1975. Graduates of the school have gone on to 
win James Beard and American Culinary Federa­
tion awards, open successful restaurants and 
catering operations, write cookbooks and edit 
leading food magazines.
Our career students have diverse back-
grounds. They come from all over the United 
States and the world. All students are 
required to have at least two years of college 
or two years of work experience.
One of the unique features of our career pro­
gram is the variety of schedules we offer. 
Diploma program schedule options include five 
days a week (full-time), three mornings, three 
evenings or weekends. Call now for more infor­
mation or to arrange a tour of our new facili-
Peter Kump's New York Cooking School 
50 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010 
212-847-0751 • www.newyorkculinary.com
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Women’s Basketball Still Shaky with Just Two Wins
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION
ON T H E  MOVE: Freshman Guard Lakeesha Langston (#3 - Willingboro) shows o ff 
her moves in last night’s game against W illiam Paterson University. M SU  fought hard 
but, W PU  held them off, w inning the game 60-50.
By Mike Halper________
Staff Writer
After a tough, intense game, the MSU 
women’s basketball team fell short against 
NJAC frontrunner William Paterson Univer­
sity last night. The Red Hawks (2-6, 2-3 
NJAC) let the Pioneers (6-1,5-0 NJAC) take 
control early with an 11-0 run 
that put WPU ahead, 13-6.
Despite the early lead,
WPU could not hold MSU 
back. The Lady Hawks, led by 
freshmen forwards Bridgett 
Fitzsimmons and Jasmine 
Batts, kept it close throughout 
the first half.
The momentum swung back their way 
towards the end of the half as they scored 
six points in a 35-second span. The scoring 
spurt gave them a 27-25 lead with just over 
three minutes left in the half. But the Pio­
neers capitalized on two MSU fouls in the 
last two minutes, and the half ended at 32- 
31 in WPU’s favor.
The first 10 minutes of the second half 
saw rapid lead changes- between the two 
teams. Both WPU and MSU had ample 
opportunities to pull away, but neither team 
could convert their chances into points. 
With 10:09 left in the game, WPU finally 
put a little distance between themselves and 
MSU, making two free throws to go up by a 
score of 45-40.
MSU would not get any closer. The big­
ger, stronger WPU team didn’t give the 
Hawks a real opportunity to get back into 
the game. They held off the Red Hawks, 
not letting them get into a groove. Finally,
with less than a minute to go, the Pioneers 
capitalized on MSU’s desperation fouls and 
put the game out of reach. To their credit, 
the MSU women never gave up, fighting 
right up until the final buzzer. The final score 
was 60-50.
In action from this past Saturday, the 
MSU Women’s Basketball team rolled to 
their second straight blowout, dominating 
New Jersey City University’s 
Gothic Knights by a score of 68- 
50. The team was led by fresh­
man guard Lakeesha Langston, 
with 18 points, and senior for­
ward LaLeethea Holland, who 
came off the bench to score 16 
points on 7 for 7 shooting, and 
had a team-leading 7 rebounds.
It took the Red Hawks a few minutes to 
warm up, but 5:33 into the game Shielah 
Jennings made two free throws, putting 
MSU up 9-8. The team never looked back, 
building the lead up to 23-10 at one point in 
the first half.
By the end of the first half, NJCU had 
closed the lead to 5 points, but they couldn’t 
keep up after that. Early in the second half 
the Red Hawks stalled a 21-4 run that left 
Gothic Knights’ coach Alice DeFazio frus­
trated. DeFazio was relentlessly arguing a 
call with one of the referees when she w as 
whistled, much to the crowd’s delight, for a 
technical foul. From that point on, the Red 
Hawks had the game in cruise control, never 
letting the Knights get closer than 15 points.
The Red Hawks’ next game is against 
defending NJAC Champion College of New 
Jersey (5-1 overall, 3-1 NJAC), with action 
starting at 2 p.m. on Saturday in Packer Hall 
on the TCNJ campus.
C i 3 1
Basketbal
Female Athlete of the Week
Lakeesha Langston
Male Athlete of the Week
Omar Boothe
Guard 
Freshman 
5’5’
Willingboro 
Willingboro H.S,
MSU
Basketball
i______________
Forward
Sophomore
6’3”
Teaneck 
Teaneck H.S.
MSU
Basketball
Freshman guard, Lakeesha Langston, scored a total of 18 points, four 
assisted, and two steals in 30 minutes of play against New Jersey City 
University last Saturday evening. Langston also went five for five at the
free throw line.
Sophomore forward Omar Boothe led the team with 16 points, three 
steals, and a game high 10 rebounds in 34 minutes of play after coming 
off the bench in last Saturday evening’s conference matchup against
NJCU.
Alabama, N otre D am e, G eorgia Penn S m t t  
Georgia are the only ^ sch^fe o f  the JBlig Pout
(Rose, O range, Sugar and C otton) bowls. W hich  one 
o f  the five has w otf'each 6 f jh e  Big Four at lea^^^ice^
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Fri. Dec. 10 » Sat.  Dec. 11 • Sun. Dec 12
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“KettleCare ‘99”
You show that YOU CARE everytimeyou drop 
your donation in the Red Kettle, or volunteer your time.
Send your donations to: The Salvation Army 
PO Box 3170 Union, NJ 07083 
or call toll free: 1 -877 - NJS - A R M Y  (1-877-657-2769)
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE -  FALL SEMESTER 1999
DECEMBER 16 - 22
Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Thursday -  December 16
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0800am..................0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 1000am................... !015am-l 215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0100pm................... 1245pm-0245pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0300pm...................0300pm-0500pm
Friday -  December 17
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1200pm...............IOI5am.-12l5pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 1200pm.................I245pm-0245pm
Monday -  December 20
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0800am.................. 0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1000am........  I0l5am-I215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0100pm.................. I245pm-0245pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0300pm..................0300pm-0500pm
Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus 
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Thursday -  December 16
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0500pm or 0520pm..........................0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm..........0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Thursday at 0800pm.... .......................................0800pm-lOOOpm
For Classes Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0500pm................................ 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0800pm.................   0700pm-0900pm
Friday -  December 17
For Classes Meeting Only on Friday at 0530pm ..................................   0530pm-0730pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Friday at 0830pm ............................................... 0830pm-1030pm
Saturday -  December 18
For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 0830am or 1000am................  .........0830am-1030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Saturday at 1200pm or 0200pm........................... 1200pm-0200pm
Tuesday -  December 21
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0900am................... 0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 1100am....................I015am-I2l5pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0200pm........... ...... .1245pnv0245pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or R at 0400pm....................0300pnv0500pm
Wednesday -  December 22
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at0900am .................0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 1100am..................1015 am-l2!5pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0200pm...................124Spm-024Spm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M,W,F at 0400pm..................0300pm-0500pm
Sunday -  December 19
For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 0830am or 1000am..............................0830 am-l030am
For Classes Meeting Only on Sunday at 1200pm or 0200pm............................. I200pm-0200pm
Monday -  December 20
For Classes Meeting Only on Monday at 0500pm or 0520pm.............................0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Monday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm.............0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Monday at 0800pm................................................ 0800pm-lOOOpm
For Classes Meeting on Monday and Wednesday at 0600pm or 0630pm........... 0700pm-0900pm
Tuesday -  December 21
For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0500pm or 0520pm............................0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0600pm, 0630pm, or 0700pm...........0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Tuesday at 0800pm............................    OSQOpm-lOOOpm
For Classes Meeting on Tuesday and Thursday at 0600pm or0630pm............0700pm-0900pm
Wednesday -  December 22
For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0500pm or 0520pm..................... 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0600pm, 0630pm or 0700pm 0700pm-0900pm
For Classes Meeting Only on Wednesday at 0800pm....... ................................. 0800pm-lOOOpm
For Classes Meeting an Monday tnd Wednesday at 0500pm............................ 0500pm-0700pm
For Classes Meeting an Monday and Wednesday at 0800pm........................... 0700pm-0900pm
Examination Notes
1. The examination time« listed above are based on the weekly course schedule. (The first day of the semester is not involved.)
2. All examinations are lobe held in the regularly assigned classroom. In day courses where more than one room is involved, the location o f the exam will be the same as the first room of a series 
(e.g., a course meeting MWF in different rooms will have die exam in the M room).
3. Courses scheduled for 75 minutes and which begin on the half hour are to follow the exam schedule for the preceding hour (eg., a course meeting TR 0930am-1045am will follow the exam period 
for courses with the first meeting day on T or R at 0900am).
4. Faculty involved in teaching courses on a “To Be Arranged” basis and who require an exam room are asked to make arrangements for a specific time and room. Please call the Office o f the 
Registrar at exL 4295 prior to December I .
Students with a time conflict in their exam schedule should immediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one o f the exams.5.
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three-yard line. On their following posses­
sion, MSU scored it’s first touchdown of 
the game when Lewis capped a 28 yard drive 
with a hard-earned 1 yard touchdown run.
Rowan scored 21 unanswered points 
from five consecutive Red Hawk turnovers. 
Tabb scored his second touchdown o f the 
game three minutes in the fourth period af­
ter intercepting a misguided Collin’s pass 
and returning it 43 yards for the score.
The Profs got the ball on MSU’s 13 yard 
line and scored again with 4:56 on the clock
after Moore fumbled the ball while return­
ing a punt.
On their next drive, the Red Hawks of­
fense gave up another touchdown when 
Rowan’s Leroy Thompson recovered a 
Collins fumble on the MSU’s five yard line 
and ran it in for the Prof’s final touchdown 
of the day.
Jason Devirgillio replaced the struggling 
Collins, and on their last drive of the sea­
son, ended an impressive 54-yard drive with 
a nine yard touchdwon pass to the fullback, 
Walsh.
"THE BEST ROMANTIC COMEDY OF THE YEAR!"
r - l j n . i  S .» | J X  cas I V
Tom H a n k s M e g  C yan
The Most Romantic Couple of the ’90s Scores Again.”
_ - 0 * * d  s U l a ii  KCftVTV
‘See It With Someone You Love."
• W I N »  t » O M .  w n k -t v
Q 3
Fri. Dec. 17 •
o .n n  »  m  FREE A D M IS S IO N  o■nn •% m  
8  0 0  P  " 1' C a lc ia  A u d i to r iu m  8:00 p.m.
DECEMBER GA!
Opponent Day Date Time
Houston Sat. Dec. 11 8:00 pm
Cleveland Wed. Dec. 15 7:30 pm
Atlanta Sun. Dec. 19 6:00 pm
Philadelphia Thur. Dec. 23 7:30 pm
Chicago Sun. Dec. 26 8:00 pm
*New York Tue. Dec. 28 7:30 pm
Orlando Thur. Dec. 30 7:30 pm
TAKE THE NETS STEP. GET YOUR TICKETS NOW.
CALL 1-800-3GO-NETS
OR COME TO THE ^ " * ^ « 1 1  B0X OFFICE ON GAME DAY
You must present your College ID at the college designated 
box office window to receive $5 ticket price. Box office window 
open 1 Vi hours prior to game time. All seats are subject to 
availability. Upper level seats only.
DEFYING GRAVITY
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCIARION
AIR BOOTHE: Sophomore forw ard, O m ar Boothe (#50 - Teaneck) slams 
home two o f his six points in last nights conference gam e against WPU. 
Boothe also led the team w ith 12 rebounds, a nd  fo u r blocks.
♦Ten ticket lim it.
This week’s
RED HAWK ACTION
Wrestling vs. USMMA, 7:30 
p.m. thursday ^
Men’s Swimming vs. ~
P w  fri,•m* wôHFwm spU
JÉ t  ri  mfc *
l’s Basketball @ TCNJ, 2* Women l 
p.m.
*Men’s Basketball @ TCNJ, 4 
p.m.
Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track 
@ Seton Hall, 10 a.m.
Wrestling vs. Hunter, 1 p.m.
Saturday i i
* - NJA C match BOLD - Home game
For more information, call the R ed H awk Sports Line: 655  -  7645
TIMOTHY M. CA5EY/ MONTCLAKIUN
Senior linebacker, Greg Porzio, recovers a fu m b le from  Rowans quarterback, who was 
sacked by sophomore linebacker, Carlos Bolanos.
Rowan’s free safety, Clinton Tabb recovered 
a Collins fumble on the five-yard line and 
ran 95 yards the other way for the touch­
down.
Freshman tailback, Jason Frabasile fin­
ished a 62 yard Rowan drive with an eight 
yard rush into the Red Hawk end zone. On
the Red Hawk’s third play from scrimmage, 
Collins turned the ball over by throwing a 
pass into the hands of Rowan’s Ron Gibson.
However, defensive tackle, Jon 
Hemenway and the rest of the Red Hawk 
defense forced Rowan to punt from their thr-
SEE FOOTBALL O N  P. 31
By Shalavar Riley
Staff Writer
Revenge is a dish best served cold. It’s 
been three weeks since the Red Hawks tri­
umphantly returned from Glassboro, NJ af­
ter handing the Rowan University Profs their 
first loss of the season and clinching the 
NJAC title.
In that game, MSU quarterback 
Ed Collins scored the touchdown 
that helped the Red Hawks come 
away with a convincing 28-24 vic­
tory.
Last Saturday, Collins and the 
rest of the Red Hawk offense 
couldn’t duplicate that winning touch in the 
NCAA Quarterfinals as they fell to Rowan 
University, 42-13.
The sophomore quarterback finished the 
day by completing only 31percent of 
his passes, throwing five interceptions, and
JENN WINSKV MONTCLARION
TH E END OF TH E  ROAD: Senior 
defensive linem an, Vinny M aglione, sits 
in tears as he comes to terms w ith the 
team’s season-ending loss to Rowan last 
Saturday.
fumbling the ball twice. The turnovers, 
along with the Red Hawk’s ineffective 
ground attack (48 yds. on 26 atts.), was the 
deciding factor in this game, not Rowan’s 
offense.
The Prof’s defense scored most of their 
team’s touchdowns: 28 points off Red 
Hawk’s mistakes.
However, there were some bright spots 
that need to be mentioned. Junior 
wide receiver, John Rodriguez 
caught five passes for 104 yards, 
giving him 562 yards total for the 
season. Senior running back, Ron 
Lewis finishes his remarkable fi­
nal season with 1288 rushing 
yards.
Linebacker Omar Lucas had three sacks 
on Saturday while his entire defensive unit 
gave up only 14 points and 231 net yards, 
to Rowan’s offense.
The Red Hawks finish their amazing 
season with nine victories and two losses, 
and even though they were three games shy 
of winning the NCAA Championships, they 
are still champs in the hearts of every MSU 
student.
In the first quarter, Rowan scored on 
their first possession of the game after Mike 
Warker capped a 12-play, 56-yard drive with 
a four-yard touchdwown pass to tight end 
Bobby Woolfolk.
An excellent defensive stand and two 
Ron Lewis runs of eight and 13 yards late 
in the first quarter helped the Red Hawk of­
fense drive all the way down to the Rowan 
three-yard line.
But an incomplete pass to Pat Walsh 
forced MSU to kick a field goal that was 
eventually blocked by Rowan’s Mark 
Hendricks on the fourth down.
After an exchange of punts, Ed Collins 
completed four consecutive passes to 
Rashon Moore and Mike Orlando, respec­
tively to put the Red Hawks in scoring po­
sition nine minutes into the second quarter.
A Lewis run of 13 yards and two Rowan 
penalties helped MSU advance to the 
Rowan seven yard line. But three plays later,
Football
Red Hawks Stopped in Quarterfinals o f 
NCAA Playoffs by Long-Time Rival
Mens Basketball Wins Thriller Against 
Previously Undefeated William Paterson
By Mike Sanchez
Staff Writer
Jermel Mayo’s block with :05 seconds 
on the clock sealed a 51-48 win for MSU(6- 
1) versus William Paterson (4-1) Wednes­
day night at a packed Panzer Gym.
The thriller put MSU to the test in the 
closing minutes once again.
Saturday, MSU lost to New Jersey City 
University in the closing seconds 65-63.
Against Rowan, November 23, MSU 
gave up a lead but pulled it out in two 
overtimes, 89-87.
Wednesday night, the situation arose 
again. MSU battled back from a five point 
halftime deficit to take a five point lead. The 
momentum switch in favor of the opposing 
team when- William Paterson’s Horace 
Jenkins, 15 points on the night, was on the 
receiving end of an alley oop. He followed 
that up on the next position with a three 
pointer tying the game at 40-40 with 8:16
in the second half.
Coach Ted Fiore was concerned. In the 
next five minutes William Paterson went 
shot for shot with MSU.
But then P.J. Reilly woke up. His sev­
enth steal of the night with three minutes 
left ended with a jumper inside the paint and 
gave MSU a 48-46 lead. William Paterson 
answered back 20 seconds later with a 
jumper.
Then with 1:44 left on the clock, Reilly 
hit the game-winning 3-pointer. He recalled
hearing the crowd cheering after the ball 
bounced up and fell in.
During halftime Coach Fiore told Reilly 
that the team couldn’t win if he went into a 
shell. Reilly went 4-14 shooting and ended 
the night with 11 points.
MSU, who shot .273 in the first half 
versus William Paterson’s .379, was kept in 
the game by Jason Bush’s 12 points. He 
ended the night with a game-high 20points.
Omar Boothe lead the team in rebounds 
with 12.
